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Techniques are provided for using instrumentation code to
detect bots or malware . Data corresponding to requests from
a plurality of client devices for a web resource comprising
web code is obtained . The web resource is hosted by a first
web server system . For a first client device of the plurality
of client devices, instrumentation code is served . The instru
mentation code is configured to execute on the first client
device to monitor execution of the web code of the web
resource at the first client device . One or more responses
generated by the instrumentation code at the first client

device are received from the first client device . The one or
more responses are based one or more interactions with the
web code at the first client device .
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USING INSTRUMENTATION CODE TO
DETECT BOTS OR MALWARE

CROSS -REFERENCE TO RELATED
APPLICATIONS

[0001] This application claims the benefit under 35 U .S . C .
120 as a Continuation of U . S . patent application Ser. No.
15 /785 ,309, filed on 2017 Oct. 16 , which is a Continuation

of U .S . patent application Ser. No . 14 / 930 , 198 , filed on 2015
Nov . 2 , which is a continuation of Continuation of U .S .
patent application Ser. No . 14 /055 ,583 , filed on 2013 Oct.

16 , which claims priority to U .S . Provisional App . No.
61/801 ,269, filed on 2013 Mar . 15 .
TECHNICAL FIELD

[0002 ] This document generally relates to computer secu

rity .

BACKGROUND
[ 0003] One common area of computer fraud involves

structured , so that the malicious party cannot generate code
otherwise unauthorized objectives.

to automatically exploit that structure for unscrupulous or

[0006 ] This document describes systems and techniques

by which web code (e. g., HTML , CSS , and JavaScript) is
modified before it is served over the internet by a server
system so as to make more difficult the exploitation of the
server system by clients that receive the code (including
clients that are infected without their users ' knowledge ). The

modifications may differ for different times that a web page
and related content are served , whether to the same client
computer or to different client computers . Specifically , two

different users (or a single user in two differentweb brows

ing sessions) may be served slightly different code in

response to the same requests, where the difference may be
in implicit parts of the code that are not displayed so that the

differences are not noticeable to the user or users . For
example , the names that are served to a client device for
various software objects may be changed in essentially
random ways each time a page is served . A main purpose of
such action is to create a moving target with the code, so that

attempts by organizations to infiltrate and compromise com

malicious code executing on the client computers cannot use

puters of ordinary people , and by that action , to elicit

predictability of the code in order to interact with the code

confidential information or manipulate otherwise legitimate

in a malicious way, such as to trick a user of the client

transactions . For example , via an exploit commonly termed
“Man in the Browser," a user 's computer can be compro
mised surreptitiously with malware (i.e., malicious com
puter programs) that intercepts legitimate communications
by the user, such as transactions with the user's bank , and
does so after the communications have been authenticated

and decrypted , e . g .,by a web browser on the computer. Such
malware may alter the interface that the user sees, such as by

generating an interface that looks to the user like his or her
bank is requesting particular information (e .g ., a PIN num
ber ) when in fact the bank would never request such
information via a web page . Alternatively , the malware may

generate an interface that indicates to a user that payment

transaction was executed as the user requested , when in fact,
the malware altered the transaction so as to divert the user ' s

money to the benefit of criminal enterprise .

computer into providing confidential financial information
and the like .

[0007] As such , malicious activity can be both detected
and deflected in relatively sophisticated manners by chang
ing the environment in which executable code on the client
device , such as JavaScript, operates ( in addition to changing
corresponding references in the HTML code). Detection can

occur by identifying certain JavaScript operations or calls

that may be made on a page, and instrumenting code that is
served with a web page so as to report to a security server
system when such operations occur and /or such calls are
made ( along with information that describes the actions).
Specifically , malicious code may try to call an item that it
believes to be part of a static page , where that item is not part

of the dynamically altered code that was actually served , and

such a false call can be detected and reported . Deflection

10004] Various approaches have been taken to identify and

occurs by the constant changing of code elements as they are

approaches install defensive software on client computers .

that will be called by malicious JavaScript, so that the

prevent such malicious activity. For example , some

Alternative approaches run various kinds of analysis tools
on the transactions and / or network traffic on a server system

to detect improper activity .
SUMMARY
[0005 ] The exploitation of client-server applications ( such

as web sites) by malicious programs (malware ) on the client

( such as a browser ) is made more difficult by modifying the

legitimate code transmitted to the client in varying manners
each time the code is served to the client. Such modifications
can be performed by an intermediary system that receives
the code as it would normally be served by a web server
system , and changes certain elements of that code in random

ways (i.e ., ways that prevent the malware on client comput
ers from predicting how the normally - served code operates

so as to maliciously interact with such code ). For example,
the names of functions or variables may be changed in

various random manners each time a server system serves

served each time, such as changing the names of elements

malicious code can never catch up with the changes , and
thus gives itself away when it tries to interoperate with code
known by the system to be stale .
[0008 ] As one example , a common method for making
changes to a document object model (DOM ) for a web page
is the document.write ( ) method , and may be used by
malicious code to surreptitiously change what the user of a
computing device sees on a web page. A security system can
( 1 ) instrument served code corresponding to such a method
so that the instrumentation code reports calls to the method ,
and additional includes data that characterizes such calls , so

that the system can detect abnormal activity and perhaps use
the additional data to determine whether the abnormal
activity is malicious or benign ; and ( 2 ) change the function

name to “ document.# 3 @ 1 * 87 % 5 .write ,” “ 1 @ 2234 $ 56 % .

4 $ 4 $ 345 % 4 . @ 12111 @ ” , or some other legal name that
includes random text that can be changed automatically each

time the code is served . Such constant changing creates a

the legitimate code. Such constantly changing modifications

real challenge for a malicious party seeking to write code

may interfere with the ability ofmalicious parties to identify
how the server system operates and how the web pages are

that can keep up with the changes, and also flags the
presence of the malicious code when it attempts to interact
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with an outdated method name, and is reported by the
instrumentation code . Other examples of JavaScript actions

that can be continually changed include " getElementById,”
" getElementByName,” XPath commands , and setting of

HTML elements in the DOM to particular values.
[0009] The modification of code that is described in more
detail below may be carried out by a security system that

may supplement a web server system , and may intercept
requests from client computers to the web server system and

intercept responses from web servers of the system when

they serve content back to the client computers ( including
where pieces of the content are served by different server

systems). The modification may be of static code ( e . g .,

HTML) and of related executable code (e.g ., JavaScript) in
combination . For example, the names of certain elements on
a web page defined via HTML may be changed , as may
references to items external to the HTML ( e.g ., CSS and
JavaScript code). For example , the name of a label may be
changed from a name provided by a programmer to an
essentially random name like $ 4 @ 376 & 8 * . Such renaming

may occur by first identifying programmatically related
elements across the different types of code that are to be
served to the client computer ( e . g ., HTML , CSS , and

JavaScript) and grouping such occurrences of elements for

further processing (e . g ., by generating flags that point to

each such element or copying a portion of each such
element). Such processing may occur by modifying each
element throughout the different formats of code, such as

changing a name in the manner above each time that name
occurs in a parameter, method call, DOM operation , or
elsewhere . Themodified elements may then be placed into
the code to be delivered to the client computer, by recoding
the code that was sent from the web server system , and

serving the recoded code . Such a process may be repeated
each time a client computer requests code , and the modifi
cations may be different for each serving of the same code .

[0010 ] Such modification of the served code can help to

prevent bots or other malicious code operating on client

computers from exploiting perceived weaknesses in the web
server system . For example , the names of functions or
variables may be changed in various random manners each

time a server system serves the code. As noted above, such
constantly changing modifications may interfere with the
ability ofmalicious parties to identify how the server system

operates and web pages are structured , so that the malicious
party cannot generate code to automatically exploit that

structure in dishonest manners. In referring to random

modification , this document refers to changes between dif
ferent sessions or page loads that prevent someone at an end
terminal or controlling an end terminal to identify a pattern
in the server - generated activity . For example , a reversible

function may change the names when serving the code , and

may interpret any HTTP requests received back from a client
by changing the names in an opposite direction ( so that the
responses can be interpreted properly by the web servers
even though the responses are submitted by the clients with

labels that are different than those that the web servers

originally used in the code ). Such techniques may create a

moving target that can prevent malicious organizations from

reverse - engineering the operation of a web site so as to build
automated bots that can interact with the web site , and
potentially carry out Man - in -the - Browser and other Man

in - the-Middle operations and attacks.
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[0011 ] In addition to preventing malicious code from

operating properly , the systems discussed here can also
identify malicious operation . For example , in addition to or

as an alternative to being randomly modified so as to prevent

inter-operation at network endpoints bymalicious code, the
code that is programmed to identify alien content in the

web server code may be supplemented with instrumentation

rendered web page on the client computer. That instrumen

tation code that runs on the client may, for example , be

programmed to identify a function call for a function name

that does not match function calls that are permissible for a

particular served web page (e .g ., where the alien call may be

one that matches a name from the page originally provided
by a web server but does not match the revised name

generated by the code alteration techniques discussed in the
indication that the user has installed a legitimate plug - in to

prior paragraph ). Such alien content may simply be an

his or her browser , or it may also be an indication that the
user ' s computer has become infected with malicious code
( e . g ., JavaScript code ) . Additional techniques may be used
once alien content is identified so as to determine whether

the content is malicious or benign .
[0012] The techniques discussed here may be carried out

by a server subsystem that acts as an adjunct to a web server
system that is commonly employed by a provider of web

content. For example , as discussed in more detail below , an
internet retailer may have an existing system by which it
presents a web storefront at a web site ( e. g ., www .example
store .com ), interacts with customers to show them informa
tion about items available for purchase through the store
front, and processes order and payment information through
that same storefront. The techniques discussed here may be
carried outby the retailer adding a separate server subsystem
( either physical or virtualized ) that stands between the prior
system and the internet. The new subsystem may act to

receive web code from the web servers ( or from a traffic
management system that receives the code from the web

servers), may translate that code in random manners before

serving it to clients , may receive responses from clients and
translate them in the opposite direction , and then provide

that information to the web servers using the original names
and other data . In addition , such a system may provide the
retailer or a third party with whom the retailer contracts

( e .g ., a web security company thatmonitors data from many

different clients and helps them identify suspect or malicious
activity ) with information that identifies suspicious transac
tions. For example , the security subsystem may keep a log

of abnormal interactions, may refer particular interactions to

a human administrator for later analysis or for real-time
intervention , may cause a financial system to act as if a

transaction occurred ( so as to fool code operating on a client
computer ) but to stop such a transaction , or any number of
other techniques that may be used to deal with attempted

fraudulent transactions.
[0013 ] Various implementations are described herein

using hardware , software , firmware , or a combination of
such components . In one implementation, a computer
implemented method can identify abnormal computer
behavior. The method can receive , at a computer server
subsystem and from a web server system , computer code to

be served in response to a request from a computing client

over the internet. The method can also modify the computer
code to obscure operational design of the web server system
that could be determined from the computer code on the
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client, and supplement the computer code with instrumen

tation code that is programmed to execute on the computing
client. The method may serve the modified and supple

mented computer code to the computing client.
[0014 ] These and other implementations described herein

can optionally include one or more of the following features .

The method can further include receiving, from the instru

mentation code that executes on the computing client, a

report that the instrumentation code detected abnormal
behavior at the computing client. The reportmay include an

indication that the computing client attempted to interact
with an unmodified form of the computer code . The report

may comprise a flag that abnormal behavior has been
detected . The report can comprise an indication of at least
one of a time of the detected abnormal behavior, a session

identifier, a web browser or other application identifier, a
network identifier, a resource or website identifier, and one
or more characteristics about the detected abnormal behav

[0018 ] The method may also include determining a secu
rity policy that applies to the computer code that is to be

served in response to the request for the computing client,
and modifying the computer code to obscure operation of
the web server system can be based at least in part on the

security policy that applies to the computer code .
[0019 ] Serving the modified and supplemented computer
code to the computer client may include associating the

modified and supplemented computer code with a session
identifier, and wherein the received request from the com
puting client that responds to the computer code includes the

session identifier.
10020 ] The method can further comprise : storing informa

tion about the modifications to the computer code in a data

structure that is identifiable by the session identifier, wherein
inverse of the modifying of the computer code includes

modifying the request in a manner that is a functional

server subsystem and to the web server system an indication

identifying the data structure using the session identifier
included in the request from the computing client, and using
the information about the modifications to the computer
code that is stored in the data structure .

that abnormal behavior occurred at the computing client,
wherein the indication is usable by the web server system to

modify a manner in which a transaction with the computing

code differently in response to each of a plurality of requests
from the computing client, wherein each of the plurality of

client is performed . The method can also include providing ,

requests corresponds to a separate computing session .
10022 ]. The server subsystem can modify the computer

characterizes the abnormal behavior that occurred at the
computing client, the information usable by the central
security monitoring system in aggregation from correspond

code differently in response to each of a plurality of requests
for the computer code from a plurality of computing clients .

ior. The method can also include based on a communication

from the instrumentation code, providing from the computer

to a central security monitoring system , information that

ing information from other computing clients, other com

puting sessions, or both , to identify common abnormal
behavior indicative of coordinated malicious computing

10021 ] The server subsystem can modify the computer

[0023 ] In one implementation, a computer-implemented
method for identifying abnormal computer behavior, is
disclosed . Themethod can include: receiving, at a computer
server subsystem and from a web server system , computer

[0015 ] The method can optionally include receiving , from

code to be served in response to a request for a computing
client over the internet; supplementing the computer code
with instrumentation code that is programmed to execute on
the computing client; serving the supplemented computer

that responds to the modified and supplemented computer
code in a manner that is a functional inverse of the modi

code to the computing client; and receiving, from the
instrumentation code that executes on the computing client,

behavior.

the computing client, a request that responds to the modified
and supplemented computer code; modifying the request

fying of the computer code ; and providing the modified
request to the web server system .
[0016 ] The method can further comprise based on a com
munication from the instrumentation code, providing from
the computer server subsystem and to the web server system
an indication that abnormal behavior occurred at the com
puting client, wherein the indication is usable by the web
server system to modify a manner in which a transaction
with the computing client is performed . The method may

also optionally include modifying the computer code to
obscure operation of the web server system comprises

changing names of functions in the computer code . Modi
fying the computer code to obscure operation of the web

server system can comprise changing the values of attributes
in the computer code .
[ 0017 ] Modifying the computer code to obscure operation

of the web server system can comprise changing values
associated with at least one of a link , a form , a field , and a
function in an HTML document . Modifying the computer
code to obscure operation of the web server system can

comprise at least one of adding , removing, and rearranging
content in a web document .Modifying the computer code to

a report that the instrumentation code detected abnormal

behavior at the computing client .

[0024 ] In these and other implementations , the method
may optionally include one or more of the following fea
tures. The report can include a flag that abnormal behavior

has been detected . The report can include an indication of at
least one of a time of the detected abnormal behavior, a

session identifier, a web browser or other application iden

tifier, a network identifier, a resource or website identifier ,
and one or more characteristics about the detected abnormal
behavior.

[0025] Based on the report from the instrumentation code ,

themethod can provide from the computer server subsystem
and to the web server system an indication that abnormal
behavior occurred at the first computing client, wherein the
indication is usable by the web server system to modify a
manner in which a transaction with the first computing client

is performed .

[0026 ] In yet another implementation , a computer system

for identifying abnormal computer behavior can include : a
first client computing device that is connected to a network ;

a web server that is configured to provide a resource in the
form of computer code to the first client computing device

obscure operation of the web server system can include
changing the environment in which executable code on the

in response to a first request from the first client computing

client device operates.

receive the resource from the web server before the resource

device; and a security intermediary that is configured to (i)
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is provided to the first client computing device , ( ii ) process

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

resource to the first client computing device , wherein pro

example system for serving web code and monitoring
actions of client computers .

the received resource , and ( iii ) transmit the processed

cessing the received resource includes ( a ) modifying the
computer code for the received resource to obscure opera

tion of the web server system , and (b ) supplementing the
computer code for the received resource with instrumenta
tion code that is programmed to execute on the first client

computing device .
[0027] This implementation and others can optionally
include one or more of the following features. The security

intermediary can be configured to receive, from the instru

mentation code that executes on the first client computing
device , a report that the instrumentation code detected

abnormal behavior at the first client computing device . The
report may include an indication that the first client com

puting device attempted to interact with an unmodified form

of the computer code. Also , modifying the computer code

for the received resource may include changing names of
functions in the computer code .
[ 0028 ] The security intermediary can be further config
ured to modify the computer code differently in response to

each of a plurality of requests from the first client computing

device ,wherein each of the plurality of requests corresponds
to a separate computing session . The system can optionally

include a second client computing device that is connected
to the network , wherein the security intermediary is further

configured to modify the computer code differently in
response to a second request of the second client computing
device than in response to the first request of the first client
computing device , and wherein the security intermediary is
further configured to transmit the resource that was pro

cessed in response to the second request to the second client

[0033] FIG . 1A depicts a schematic diagram of an

[0034 ] FIG . 1B depicts a system - flow diagram of the
example system and example operations of the system for
serving web code and monitoring actions of client comput

ers .

[0035 ] FIG . 2 is a schematic diagram of a system for
performing deflection and detection of malicious activity

with respect to a web server system .

10036 ) FIG . 3A is a flow chart of a process for serving

modified and instrumented program code.

[0037 ] FIG . 3B is a flow chart of a process formonitoring
operations ofmodified and instrumented program code and
reporting abnormal behavior.

[0038 ] FIG . 4A -4B are swim -lane diagrams of a process
for serving program code, modifying the code, and moni

toring operation of the code on a client device .
[0039 ] FIG . 5 is a block diagram of a generic computer
system for implementing the processes and systems
described herein .
[0040 ] Like reference numbers and designations in the
various drawings indicate like elements .

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0041] FIG . 1A is a schematic diagram of a system 100 for

serving web code and monitoring actions of client comput
ers to identify abnormal behavior and potentially malicious

activity . Web code may include , for example , HTML , CSS,

JavaScript, and other program code associated with the

computing device .
[ 0029 ] The security intermediary can be configured to
process the received resource such that the processed
resource , when executed by the first client computing
device , causes the first client computing device to present a
substantially equivalent computing experience to a user of

content or transmission ofweb resources such as a web page
thatmay be presented at a client computing device 114 ( e. g .,

the first client computing device as the user experience for
an unprocessed resource .

exploit security vulnerabilities in the client device 114 . For

(0030) Security information can include information about

abnormal computer behavior that has occurred on one or

more of the plurality of security intermediaries and /or one or

via a web browser or a native application (non -browser )) .

The system 100 can detect and obstruct attempts by fraud
(e.g., the operational design of the pages for a site ) and

sters and computer hackers to learn the structure of a website

example , malware 118 may infect a client device 114 and

gather sensitive information about a user of the device ,
discreetly modify an online transaction , or deceive a user

into engaging in compromising activity such as divulging

more client computing devices . The central security server
can analyze the security information in aggregate to provide

confidential information . Man -in -the-middle exploits are
performed by one type of malware 118 that is difficult to

information about computer security threats . Moreover,

detect on a client device 114 , but can use security vulner
abilities at the client device 114 to engage in such malicious
activity .

changing the environment in which executable code on the
client device operates can include changing functions or

methods for interacting with a document object model.

[0042 ] The system 100 can serve modified and instru
obstruct malware 118 attempts to discern and exploit opera

[0031] The instrumentation code that is programmed to

mented web code to the client device 114 to detect and

interaction of code on the computing client that is separate

tions of a web server 104 . In this example , themodified web

execute on the computing client can be configured to detect
from the modified code, with the document object model at

the computing client. The instrumentation code can also be
configured to collect information about a user ' s interaction
with the modified and supplemented computer code at the
computing client .Moreover, themodified and supplemented

computer code can be configured to provide a user of the

computing client with a substantially equivalent experience

code 114A is represented as a portion of a document on the

client device 114 , while the instrumentation code 114B is
represented as another portion of document on the client
device 114 . Such simplified representation is provided for

sake of explanation, though actual delivery and execution of
the code may take a variety of forms, including by a web

browser on the client device 114 rendering a page and

as the user would be provided from unmodified computer

potentially accessing additional code ( e. g ., CSS code and

code.
10032 ] Other features and advantages will be apparent

JavaScript or code from other domains ) based on code that
is part of the web page , and the browser may build a
document object model (DOM ) in a familiar manner by such

from the description and drawings, and from the claims.
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rendering and execution of the provided code . Also , the
served code may be executed by a native application.
[0043 ] The system 100 can include a security intermediary
102 that is logically located between the web server 104 and
one or more client devices 114 . The web server 104 (which
in normal implementation would be implemented in a large

number of physical or virtual servers across one ormore data

centers , such as in one or more racks of servers ) may host

electronic resources and provide services over one or more
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the normal user interface of the bank 's web page , such as by
generating a pop -up seeking the user's PIN number, in a
manner that it looks to the user like the bank generated the
pop -up . In an actual implementation , the system 100 would

communicate with thousands , tens of thousands , hundreds

of thousands, or millions of client devices — some compro
mised and some clean - over a long time period , though the
number here is reduced for the sake of simplification .

[004 ] The web server 104 (which in normal implemen

tation would be implemented in a large number of physical

networks 110 , such as the Internet. The security intermedi
ary 102 can receive a portion or all of the traffic , including
web code, transmitted between client devices , such as client
device 114 , and the web server 104 ( and vice - versa ) . In

one or more racks of servers ) may host electronic resources

compliance with a governing security policy , when the web

and provide services over one or more networks such as the
internet 110 . For example , the web server 104 may serve

server 104 provides a resource such as a web page in

code for pages of one or more websites by storing resources

or virtual servers across one or more data centers , such as in

for each website such as HTML pages, scripts , images,
resources upon request. For instance, the web server 104

response to a client device 114 request, the web server 104
can forward the response to the security intermediary 102

media , and user data at the server 104 , and providing the

devices or applications ) so that the web code for the

(perhaps through a load balancer or other data management
response can be modified and also supplemented with instru

may receive an HTTP request from a client device 112 that

mentation code 114B before it is served to the requesting

a code for generating a web page. In response, the server 104
retrieves one or more resources associated with the request

client 114 . Modification of the web code may be random in

certain manners , and can differ each time a response is
served to a client so as to preventmalware 118 from learning

the structure or operation of the web server, or from being
developed by a malicious organization that learns the struc
ture or operation. Additionally, the web code can be supple

requests the server 104 to provide the client device 112 with

and transmits them to the requesting client device 112 . The
HTML file that represents a web page . The HTML file may
server 104 may respond to an HTTP request by serving an

reference other resources such as advertisements , images,

JavaScript code, or Cascading Style Sheets (“ CSS ” ) that the

mented with instrumentation code that is executable on the
client device 114 . The instrumentation code 114B may

client device 112 can use to load and present the web page
to a user . The web server 104 may provide the referenced

detect when abnormal behavior occurs on the client device
114 , such as possible unauthorized activity by the malware
118 , and can report the occurrence of such activity to the

response to subsequent requests from the client device 112 .
[0047] The web server 104 can be implemented with

files to satisfy the initial request, or may provide the files in

security intermediary 102 .
[0044 ] When security intermediary 102 receives requests

various combinations of software and hardware . In some
implementations, the web server 104 can support services

( e. g ., HTTP requests ) from clients in response to modified
web code being processed on those clients , it can apply

other than or in addition to HTTP, including FTP, SSH ,

reverse modifications to the requests before forwarding the

The web server 104 may also support secure connections
such as through SSL and HTTPs protocols . Various open

TelNet, and/ or IMAP, POP, and SMTP for e -mail services.

requests to the web server 104 . Additionally , the security
intermediary 102 can receive reports from the instrumenta

source or commercial software products may be used in

tion code that indicate abnormal behavior on the client
device 114 , and the security intermediary 102 can log these

server software or WINDOWS server. Also , the web server

events, alert the web server 104 of possible malicious
activity, and send reports about such events to a central

such as a distributed server system with multiple connected

security server (not shown ). The central security server may ,
in some implementations, analyze reports in the aggregate

from multiple security intermediaries 102 , and/ or reports

from multiple client devices 114 and multiple computing
sessions and page loads.
[0045 ] FIG . 1B is a schematic diagram of the system 100
depicted in FIG . 1A , shown performing a process for serving
code and monitoring actions of client computers to identify

implementing the web server 104 , such as APACHE web

104 can be comprised of one or more computing devices,

devices that each provide portions of the operations ( e. g ., as
a server bank , a group of blade servers , or a multi - processor
system ).
[0048 ] The client computing devices 112 and 114 are
capable of communicating information with the web server
104 over a network such as the internet 110 . The client
devices 112 , 114 can include any of a variety of desktop or

mobile devices such as a desktop , notebook , smartphone, or

anomalous and potentially malicious activity . The system

tablet computers . The client computing devices may include

100 may include a web server 104 , security intermediary

a network interface card or other hardware for communi
cating over a wired or wireless network that is connected to
the internet 110 . The client devices 112 , 114 may also
include software , such as a web browser or one or more

102, security server 108 , and one or more client devices 112

and 114 . Client device 114 has been infected with malware
118 thatmay attemptto exploit security vulnerabilities at the
client device 114 and /or the web server 104 , while client
device 112 is “ clean ” or uninfected in this example. For
example , the malware 118 may have been written by an

organized crime syndicate to identify transactions with a
particular bank whose web site structure the syndicate has

native applications, to allow a user of the client devices 112 ,
114 to request, load , and interact with web resources such as
HTML pages and JavaScript applications from one or more
websites served by the web server 104 .
[0049 ] Malware 118 may be present on one or more client

studied , and may attempt to induce users to provide private
information such as PIN codes by recognizing when the

devices that communicate with the web server 104. In FIGS .

bank 's web page is loaded by a browser , and interfering with

but not client device 112 . Malware 118 can include any

1A and 1B , malware 118 has infected the client device 114 ,
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software that exploits operations of a client or server com

traffic is received by a requesting computer device such as

puting system such as the web server 104 .Malware 118 may

client devices 112 or 114. For example, the security inter

engage in various malicious behaviors , including attempts to

mediary 102 may receive content from the web server 104

gather private , digitally -stored information about users such

through a direct connection with the web server 104 or

as identification or financial information . Attackers can also

use malware 118 to access secure computer systemswithout
authorization , destroy digital information , or gain control of

a computer system from an authorized user. Malware 118
may include viruses, Trojan horses , spyware , adware , and

other malicious software . Attackers have developed sophis
ticated methods to deploy malware 118 on client computing
devices 118 without a user 's knowledge . For example, using
phishing and other social engineering techniques, attackers

may deceive users into accessing a resource that installs
malware 118 on the user ' s computing system without notice
or detection .

0050 ] Some malware 118 can exploit security vulner
abilities in the client device 114 (including in a browser or
browsers executing on the client device 114 ) to obtain
sensitive user account information and to initiate fraudulent
transactions . Attackers may use man - in - the -middle attacks,

for instance , to intercept communications between the client

device 114 and the web server 104. Even where a secure
communication protocol is used between the client device

114 and the web server 104, somemalware 118 can intercept

communications ( e. g ., after they have been decoded on the

through a local area network (“ LAN ” ) before transmitting
Conversely , the security intermediary 102 may also receive

the content over the internet 110 ( though after modifying it) .
incoming traffic that is destined for the web server 104 so

that it can process the traffic before it is received by the web

server 104 . In some implementations, the security interme

diary 102 may be configured as a reverse proxy server that
appears to clients to host and serve a website or other
electronic resources as if it were the web server 104 .

[0053] In certain implementations, different subserver sys

tems can be used for outgoing service of code and incoming
processing of requests, with the subsystems communicating

with each other so that one system can provide reverse

translations to the translations originally provided by the
first subsystem . Such coordination may occur by maintain
ing a communication channel between the two subsystems

and sharing information formodifying and reverse modify
ing content. Such coordination may also occur , whether a

single security subsystem is used or multiple subsystems are

used , by storing a cookie or similar identifier on client
devices 112 , 114 . The identifier that is stored in such a

client device 114 ), log information about the communica

manner can be provided by a client device that stores it , to
the security intermediary 102 or similar part of the system

tions , and even alter such communications. In man - in -the

100 , and may be used there to reverse transform content that

browser attacks, the malware 118 may compromise a web

browser at client device 114 such that the malware 118

is received back from the particular client device .
[0054 ] The security intermediary 102 may include one or

activates when a user visits a particular website . The mal
ware 118 may access information about the website even

more computing devices that are separate from computing

after code for the site is decrypted , and in some instances,

security intermediary 102 may communicate directly with
the web server through a networking cable such as an

the malware 118 may inject extra code such as HTML or
JavaScript to create malicious forms that prompt users to

divulge confidential information that can later be transmitted
to attackers for further use . Man - in -the -browser malware

118 may also alter an HTTP request from the client device
114 without the user ' s knowledge to divert a request to an

unauthorized server or to implement a fraudulent transac

devices of the web server 104 . In such implementations, the
Ethernet cable or fiber optic line ( and typically through
many such connections ). The intermediary 102 can also

communicate with the web server 104 through other com
ponents in a network such as a local area network (“ LAN ” ) .

In some instances , the intermediary 102 can be installed on

the samepremises as theweb server 104 so that operators or

tion . For example, in a banking transaction , malware 118 in
the client computing device 114 may alter the destination

administrators of the web server 104 can also maintain the

account number in a wire transfer to deliver funds to a mule

applications ). Installing the intermediary 102 in close prox

account rather than an account specified by the user . Some

intermediary 102 locally (particularly for large -volume
imity to the web server 104 can have one or more additional

malware 118 may passively reside in the client device 114 to

benefits including reduced transmission latency between the

attacks on the site ' s web server 104 can be made at a later

security that stems from a private connection between the

monitor features of a site so that manual or automated

intermediary 102 and the web server 104 and increased

time.
10051] Security intermediary 102 may include one or more

intermediary 102 and the web server 104 that is isolated

computing devices ( e . g ., physical or virtual server instances)

figuration can also avoid any need to encrypt communica

that are situated between the client computing devices 112 ,

114 and the web server 104 . The security intermediary 102
receives and processes at least a portion of traffic transmitted
between the web server 104 and other computing devices
that interact with the web server 104 , such as the client
devices 112 , 114 . In some implementations , the security

intermediary 102 may be a physical or virtual subsystem of

the web server 104 . The security intermediary 102 may be

configured to modify and /or analyze web code transmitted to
and from the web server 104 to detect alien (i.e., abnormal )
and /or malicious transactions, and to obscure operations of
the web server 104 by various forms of malware.

from public networks such as the internet 110 . This con
tion between the intermediary 102 and the web server 104 ,

which can be computationally expensive and slow .

[0055 ] In some implementations , the security intermedi

ary 102 may include one or more computing devices that are
separate from the computing devices of the web server 104 ,
and that are connected to the web server 104 through a
public network such as the internet 110 . For example , a

third - party security company may maintain one or more

security intermediaries 102 on the security company 's prem

ises . The security company may offer services to protect
websites and / or web servers 104 from exploitation accord

ing to the techniques described herein . The security inter

10052 ] The security intermediary 102 receives , or inter -

mediary 102 could then act as a reverse proxy for the web

cepts, traffic transmitted from the web server 104 before the

server 104 , receiving outbound traffic from the web server
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104 over the internet 110 , processing the traffic , and forclient devices 112 , 114 . Likewise , the intermediary 102may
receive incoming traffic from client devices 112 , 114 over
the internet 110 , process the incoming traffic, and forward

warding the processed traffic to one or more requesting

the processed traffic to the web server 104 over the internet

110 . In this configuration , communication between the secu
rity intermediary 102 and the web server 104 may be

encrypted and secured using protocols such as HTTPS to
authenticate the communication and protect against inter
ception or unauthorized listeners over the internet 110 .

(Similarly, communications with client devices can also be
secured in similar manners .) In some embodiments , a private

line or network may connect the web server 104 to the

remote security intermediary 102 , in which case the system
100 may use unencrypted protocols to communicate
between the intermediary 102 and web server 104 . Also , in

such a situation , fewer than all of the pages served may be

modified using the security intermediary 102 , if such pro

cessing introduces unwanted lag and delay.
[0056 ] In some implementations , security intermediary
102 may be a virtual subsystem of web server 104 . For
example , the one or more computing devices that implement
web server 104 may also include software and /or firmware
for the security intermediary 102 . The system 100 may
include the security intermediary 102 as software that inter
faces with , and/ or is integrated with , software for the web
server 104 . For example , when the web server 104 receives
a request over the internet 110 , the software for the security

intermediary 102 can first process the request and then

submit the processed request to the web server 104 through

an API for the web server 104 software . Similarly , when the

web server 104 responds to a request, the response can be
submitted to the security intermediary 102 software through
an API for processing by security intermediary 102 before

the response is transmitted over the internet 110 .
[ 0057 ] In some configurations of the system 100, two or

more security intermediaries 102 may serve the web server
104 . Redundant security intermediaries 102 can be used to
reduce the load on any individual intermediary 102 and to

protect against failures in one or more security intermedi
aries. The system 100 can also balance traffic among two or
more security intermediaries 102 . For example , the system
100 may categorize traffic into shards that represent a logical

portion of traffic to or from a website . Shards may be
categorized according to client identity, network informa
tion , URL , the domain or host name in an HTTP request,
identity of resources requested from the web server 104 ,
location of resources requested from the web server 104 ,

refers to reverse modifications as inverse modifications and

these terms are intended to have the same meanings unless
indicated otherwise .

[0059 ] The security intermediary 102 can make various

modifications to outgoing web code (web code heading for
a client). In one example , the security intermediary 102 can
make random or pseudo -random changes (both of which are
covered by the term " random ” in this document unless
indicated otherwise ) in HTML attribute values in links or
forms, which the client devices 112 , 114 may translate
directly into HTTP protocol elements in subsequent requests
to the web server 104. For instance , a web server 104 for an
online retailer at www .examplestore .com can provide a text
field in a checkout page for a user at the client device 112 ,
114 to input his or her shipping address. The original HTML
web code from the web server 104 may include an HTML
tag to create the field : < input type = " text"
name = shippingaddress> .
[0060 ] To obstruct attempts bymalware 118 that may have
compromised the client device 114 to exploit the field and
engage in a fraudulent transaction , the security intermediary

102 can replace one or more attributes for the field , such as

by generating a pseudo -random value for the ' name' attri
bute to replace ‘ shippingaddress.' The security intermediary

102 may then forward the modified HTML for the web page
to the client device 114 (either directly or some other
server- side intermediary ) .

[0061] The client device 114 may then generate HTTP

requests for the web server 104 that include the modified

attribute , such as in a POST request that references the

pseudo -random 'name' attribute value . For example , such
requests may be generated in response to a user of the client

device 114 interacting with a rendered web page and other
related content . When the security intermediary 102 receives

the client device 114 POST request, it applies a reverse
modification to the attribute value , replacing the pseudo

random value with the original ‘ shippingaddress ' value , and

then forwards the request to web server 104 .
[0062 ] Data for making the reverse translation correspond

to the initial translation may be stored and obtained by the
security intermediary 102 in differentmanners . For example ,

the security intermediary 102 may store or access translation
tables to apply the reverse modifications ( stored local to that
security intermediary 102 or accessible to multiple such

intermediaries in a large system , so that different interme
diary served the web content), or use encrypted content in
diaries may handle requests as compared to what interme

information associated with the request to apply reverse

modifications ( e . g ., which can be stored in a cookie or

10058 ] The security intermediary 102 can process traffic

similar structure on the client device 114 ). Further explana
tion and examples of security intermediary 102 operations,
including techniques for detection and deflection of unau

transmitted to and from the web server 104 . Such processing
of traffic may include reversibly modifying web code to

to FIGS. 2 - 4 .

and / or the content ofa request or the requested resource 104 .

obscure elements of resources provided by the web server

104 , and /or inserting instrumentation code into web code
provided by the web server 104 to facilitate detection of
alien or malicious activity at the client computing devices
112 , 114 (e . g ., to identify and report in such activity ) . The
security intermediary 102 can also apply reverse modifica
tions on requests or other information transmitted by client
devices 112 , 114 . Reverse modifying of requests can effec
tively make the security intermediary ' s 102 operations trans parent to the web server 104 . This document sometimes

thorized activity , are discussed in further detail with respect

[0063 ] The security intermediary 102 can apply different

modifications to web code each time the code is served to

one or more client devices 112 , 114 — whether different for
the different servings to a single device ( e . g ., as between

different web sessions with a site ) or for different servings to

different devices. Modifications may vary across different
users, different clients112 , 114 , different sessions , and even
different page loads for the same user . For example, a user
at client device 112 may receive a particular page with one
set of modifications during a first session , and a different,
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second set ofmodifications during a different session . Simi

larly , for two different users at client devices 112 and 114 ,
respectively , that request the same resource from web server

104, the security intermediary 102 may apply different

modifications to each resource, even if the users made their

requests at substantially the same time. By modifying con

tent differently each time it is served , the security interme
diary 102 creates a moving target that obstructs attempts by

security intermediary 102 that generated the previously
modified code so that the particular security intermediary
102 can apply a reverse modification to web code in the

incoming traffic based on a transformation table that may be

stored locally on the particular security intermediary 102. In

some implementations , however, transformation tables may

be shared or accessible by one or more other security

malware 118 to determine a “ normal” structure of the site or

intermediaries 102 , or modifications may be stateless at the
server system ( e . g ., at the security intermediary 102 ), so that

to identify patterns in the structure of a site . Performing such

web code from incoming traffic can be distributed to any

random modifications makes it more difficult for malware
118 to successfully initiate a fraudulent transaction with the
web server 104 or otherwise engage in unauthorized activity .

intermediary 102.

[0066 ] Once incoming traffic has been distributed to and

Applying different or unique modifications, whether page

processed by a security intermediary 102 , the load balancer

to - page or session - to - session , before the code is ultimately
delivered to the client devices 112 , 114 can frustrate attempts
by malware 118 in any of the client devices 112 , 114 to study
and / or exploit the structure of a website or other web

106 may receive the processed traffic from the security
intermediary 102 and forward the traffic to the web server

104.

10064 ] The system 100 may also include a load balancer
106 , which can function as a reverse proxy and distribute
incoming traffic from client devices 112 , 114 among one or

intermediary 102 before the traffic is transmitted to the client
device 112 , 114 . Similar to the manner in which it analyzes

application .

more web servers 104 and /or one or more security interme

diaries 102 . The load balancer 106 can be connected to a
network such as the internet 110 , one or more web servers

104 , and one or more security intermediaries 102 . The load
balancer 106 analyzes incoming traffic ( e .g ., traffic destined
for the web server 104 ) and may categorize the traffic into

shards . Traffic may be distributed , for example , based on a

[0067 ] The load balancer 106 can also distribute outgoing
traffic from the web server 104 for processing by a security
incoming traffic , the load balancer 106 may categorize
outgoing traffic into shards based on information in the

network , transport, or application layers of the traffic . The
load balancer 106 may determine that some traffic shards
may bypass the security intermediary 102 and may by
transported over the internet 110 for transmission to a client
device 112 , 114 . Other shards may be distributed to one or

more security intermediaries 102 for processing . In imple

Layer 4 transport or network layer analysis , or based on a

mentations of the system 100 that include multiple security

requests may be channeled to a web server 104 configured

outgoing traffic to maintain generally equivalent loads
among the multiple intermediaries 102 . The security inter

channeled to a web server 104 configured to process HTTP

mediaries 102 can then transmit processed traffic back to the

Layer 7 application layer analysis. For example , FTP
to process FTP requests , whereas HTTP requests may be
requests . Similarly , in Layer 7 analysis , the load balancer

106 may distribute incoming traffic based on the content of
an HTTP header or content of the application message itself.

For instance , at an online banking website for www . exam

plebank .com , certain pages on the site may be unrelated to

a customer' s online banking experience , such as privacy and

terms of use pages for the site . At these pages, the customer

does not interact with his bank account, and the customer

can only consume or request information from the page , but

he cannot post information to the web server 104 from that
page ( at least not information that would be a concern for a

botnet). These pages may be deemed a low security risk and
the load balancer 106 can be configured to identify low risk
pages from HTTP requests in incoming traffic . The load
balancer 106 may forward low risk traffic directly to the web
server 104 and bypass the security intermediary 102 / or

may pass information to the web server 104 so that the web
server 104 , when responding to the request , can determine

whether a request or response should be processed by the

intermediaries 102 , the load balancer 106 may distribute

load balancer 106 for delivery to client devices 112 , 114 over
the internet 110 .

[0068 ] A configuration module can be used to monitor the

system 100 and to configure various aspects of the operation
of the system 100 . An administrator can use the configura
tion module ( e . g ., from a GUI presented on a computer
terminal operated by the administrator ) to provide system
updates, change and load one or more system policies,

manage users , select an operation mode , define how to
handle exceptions, and /or monitor the health and status of

the system 100 .
100691. In one implementation , an administrator may use

the configuration module to update system software to
the system 100 is deployed for periods of time in the field ,
malware 118 designers may attempt to learn about the
system 100 and exploit any detected security vulnerabilities.
improve the performance and security of the system 100 . As

To prevent this , the system 100 , including , for example , the
security intermediary 102 , can be updated with new soft

security intermediary 102.
[0065 ] The load balancer 106 can also distribute traffic

ware that patches security vulnerabilities and improves

incoming traffic can be distributed so that each security
intermediary 102 maintains a substantially equal load as the

such as new algorithms for modifying web code or imple
menting instrumentation code .

among multiple security intermediaries 102 . In one example ,

other intermediaries 102 or receives a substantially equal

system performance . New features may also be introduced

[0070 ] The administrator can also use the configuration

amount of traffic as the other intermediaries 102. In some
instances , incoming traffic may be responsive to previously
transmitted web code that had been processed and modified

module to select or change different system policies . For

106 may distribute such incoming traffic to the particular

involve only modifying a web application 's implicit API

by a particular security intermediary 102 . The load balancer

example , particular modification modes may be selected .
The administrator can choose whether the security interme

diaries 102 should apply modification techniques that
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( e.g., form fields, links , AJAX calls ), for example , or if
instrumentation code or other content should be supple mented with the web code .

[are0071managed
] The .administrator
can also configure how sessions
For example , the security intermediary 102
can be configured to apply a unique session ID each time a

client device 112 , 114 makes a new request for a web

application, or a particular session can be made to last across

multiple requests , such as when a user browses multiple

pages while logged into a secure account.

[0072] The configuration module can also facilitate man
agement of resource families, which are categories of
requests and electronic content for which a particular secu

rity policy applies . Thus , the system 100 may allow one or
more resource families to bypass operations of the security

intermediary 102 , while resources in other families must

pass through the security intermediary 102 for modification
or analysis before being delivered to a client device 112 , 114 .
In some instances , resource families can be defined by
directories , uniform resource indicators (URIs ), uniform

resource locators (URLs), subdomains, or other logical

locations of particular resources on a site that is served by
the web server 104 . If a web server 104 servesmultiple sites
ormultiple domains, different policiesmay apply among the

different sites and /or domains . An administrator can create ,
modify , and remove resource policies at the configuration

module , and can indicate which security policy or policies to

[0075 ] The configuration module can also allow an admin
istrator to specify how the security intermediary 102 should

respond to exceptions. Exceptions can relate to internal
system errors or to detection of fraud , malware , abnormal
behavior ( e . g ., from alien code that has not yet been deter
mined to be malicious or benign ), and / or malicious activity

in traffic received from a client device 112 , 114 . Internal

system errors may be logged and transmitted to security
server 108 (discussed in more detail below ) for further

analysis or storage .

[0076 ] For instances of detected fraud, malware , or alien
or malicious web code, the security intermediary 102 can be

configured to respond in one ormore ways. For example , the

intermediary 102 may log the event ( either by itself or

having another component of the system add to a log ) and
transmit it to security server 108 for further analysis . In

some implementations, the security intermediary 102 may

alert the web server 104 of suspected unauthorized activity ,

so that the web server 104 can respond in a particular way .
For example , in a banking transaction involving suspected
fraud , the system 100 can be configured to process the
transaction normally , log the transaction , and alert various
parties or authorities . Alternatively , the transaction can be

thwarted if the security intermediary 102 is configured to

alert the web server 104 . Theweb server 104 can respond to

a fraud alert by generating a web resource for delivery to an
infected or fraudulent client device 114 , where the response

apply to various families .
[0073] An administrator can also configure how the sys

indicates that the transaction was processed as requested ,
when in fact it was not. (In such a situation , separate

factors other than or in addition to resource families. For

attempt at fraud occurred , such as by sending an email to a

tem 100 should apply various security policies based on

instance , different policies may apply based on characteris

communications may occur to alert a user that a potential
predetermined account of the user, or making a telephone

on which the requesting device is on (e . g ., requests from

call to the user.)
[0077] The administrator may also manage users via the

networks in certain geographic areas may be treated differ
ently than other requests , or requested from certain reputable

may provide system users with varying levels of use and

tics of the device that is making the request or the network

providers may be scored differently than those from less

reputable providers ). The security intermediary 102 may
determine identities of client devices 112 , 114 for which a

security threat has previously been identified , or it may
recognize an account or IP address of a user that has

previously been associated with security threats . The admin
istrator may configure the system 100 to apply more restric
tive security policies to particular requesting client devices
112, 114 or users than would otherwise apply based on the

configuration module. For example, various user categories
access privileges to the system 100 . In one implementation ,
the system 100 may provide four user categories: super

users, system operators , analysts, and auditors . Super-users
can create other users and are able to access and perform any

action provided for by the system 100. The administrator
may be a super -user , for instance . System operators can
configure the system 100 and view data from the system

100 , but cannotmanage other users. Analysts can view data

from the system 100 , but they cannot modify the system ' s

with appropriate system privileges , the configuration mod

configuration . Finally , an auditor can view a limited set of
[0078 ] The configuration module can also provide a portal

102 and / or adjust the security policy of one or more resource
families , clients , or networks. In other words, the adminis

intermediary 102 , or to configure a particular system setup ,

family of the requested resource alone.

[0074] At the direction of an administrator or other user

system data such as how the system was used and by whom .

ule can change operating modes in the security intermediary

for managing various other system settings such as those
thatmay be required for installation and setup of the security

trator may establish a number of security profiles that each
set a number of different parameters , and may switch

between those profiles, or the administrator may change

particular parameters . The security intermediary 102 may be
capable of variousmodification modes that the administrator
can apply to a resource family, for example . In some modes ,

very subtle modifications may be made to elements of the
web code in order to detect anomalous or malicious activity,
whereas other modes may apply increasingly more complex
or widespread modifications that are aimed at preventing

unauthorized activity. In particular implementations, policy
settings or mode changes can be triggered automatically by
the configuration module .

such as registration with a security server 108 , interoper
ability with the load balancer 106 , and arrangements of

multiple security intermediaries 102 . The configuration

module can be accessible at a terminal on the premises of the
security intermediary 102 and can be separate from or
integrated with the security intermediary 102 . In some
implementations, the configuration module can be acces
sible remotely , such as through an interface at a desktop or

mobile computing device that can communicate with the
security intermediary 102 through a network .
[0079 ] The security server 108 can receive and analyze
security event information from the security intermediary
102 (and in some implementations from many security
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intermediaries ). Security event information can include logs

and alerts generated by the security intermediary 102 that
indicate when the intermediary 102 detects anomalous or
malicious activity . Feedback from instrumentation code that

the security intermediary 102 supplements with the web
lous or malicious activity . Likewise , a request from an
infected client device 114 that calls an unauthorized function
that does not match modifications for a given session may
code for particular web resources may indicate such anoma

generate an alert by the security intermediary 102 .

[0080 ] Information about security events can be for

warded to the security server 108 . In one example , the
security server 108 can be dedicated to events received from

one or more security intermediaries 102 that serve a par
ticular web server 104 . In some implementations, the secu

are each identified by a name. For instance , the destination

account field is named “money _ dest.” The client devices 112
and 114 can use the names in submitting form data to the
web server 104 through a GET or POST HTTP request

method , for example .

10084 ] Before the system 100 transmits the web page

116A (or more precisely code that when rendered or other

wise executed by a browser application generates the web
page 116A ) over the internet 110 and to each of the client
devices 112 and 114 , the web page 116A is directed to the
security intermediary 102 . The load balancer 106 may
determine which security intermediary 102 to direct the web
page 116A to in implementations where there may be
multiple , redundant security intermediaries 102 . A policy
engine at the security intermediary 102 may determine how

rity server 108 can be a centralized server that receives

the security intermediary 102 will process the web page

security event information from a plurality of security

116A . For example , the policy engine may determine that

intermediaries 102 that serve multiple web servers 104
and / or websites . Information on security events from mul

the web page 116A , which pertains to sensitive financial

tiple sites can be analyzed in aggregate to study developing

security threats , determine whether some anomalous activity
may nevertheless be benign ( such as traces from an autho

rized or legitimate browser plug - in ), to publish statistics or

report information on security events to interested parties ,

and/ or to use in developing updates and improvements to the
system 100 for increased performance and security . The
security server 108 can analyze information from across

transactions, is part of a resource family that the interme

diary 102 has been configured to modify and for which it is
to insert instrumentation code. Other resources from the
banking site , such as its homepage , may contain less sensi
tive information and may be subject to lower- level security
policies such that the security intermediary 102 may handle
the homepage with less sensitivity than the wire transfer web
page 116A .

[0085 ] At steps B1 and B2, the security intermediary 102

multiple computing sessions and /or multiple clients as well.

processes the web page 116A according to the governing

[0081] The security server 108 can also receive operating

security policy and transmits processed web page 116B to

information from the security intermediary 102 that can be

client devices 112 and 114 . The processed web page 116B

used to monitor system performance . For instance , the

and /or web code corresponding to the processed web page

to web code , or information about its usual and peak

116B , as received at client device 112 , is referred to as web
page 112 A . The processed web page 116B and /or web code
corresponding to the processed web page 116B , as received
at client device 114 , is referred to as web page 114A . First,

security intermediary 102 may track and report information
about the speed and volume of modifications that it makes

operating levels . The information can be used to make or
recommend system configurations to optimize performance
and to compare information from multiple security interme

diaries 102 deployed across multiple web servers 104 .
10082 ] Communication between the security intermediary
102 and the client devices 112, 114 can occur over one or
more networks, including the internet 110 . In some imple

mentations, each client computing device 112 and 114 may
connect to a network such as a local area network (“ LAN ” )

or a wide area network (“ WAN ” ) that is in turn connected to

the security intermediary 102 through the internet 110 . In
some implementations, the system 100 may be installed on

a private network rather than , or in addition to , the internet
110 . Communications over the internet 110 can be encrypted

the security intermediary 102 may modify elements of the

web page 's 116A implicit API, such as field names, function

names, and link references. In the example operations of the
system 100 , the security intermediary 102 changes the name
of the destination account field in web page 116A from

“money _ des? ” to “ x1 $ v4 .” The name change obscures the
identity of the field to prevent malware 118 from learning
how to exploit the field . Moreover, the security intermediary
102 can apply different pseudo - random modifications each
time the web page 116A is served to prevent the malware
118 from tracking patterns that the malware 118 could use to

exploit the web server 104 or initiate a fraudulent transac
tion , for example . Other techniques for obscuring content,

including obscuring the environment in which web code

and verified such as with HTTPS (a combination of HTTP
and Secure Sockets Layer (“ SSL ” ) protocols ).
[0083 ] Describing now one particular example of the

such as JavaScript operates , are discussed further herein .

step A , the web server 104 responds to a request from client

certain activity that may indicate alien content (e. g ., mal
ware 118 or legitimate code on a client device 112 or 114 that

operations of the system 100 with reference to FIG . 1B , at

devices 112 and 114 for an electronic resource . The web
server 104 accesses or generates the resource, which in the
example is a web page 116A relating to a financial transac
tion . For instance , the web server 104 may serve an online
banking site , www . examplebank . com . The web page 116A

may provide forms for account holders at the client devices
112 and 114 to institute an electronic wire transfer. The
formsmay include fields that allow the account holders to
indicate a source account, a destination account , and the

amount to transfer. The web page 116A may implement the
form with HTML tags such as < form > and < input > tags that

[0086 ] Second , the security intermediary 102 can insert

instrumentation code into the web page that can detect

interacts with a web page such as a browser plug -in ), and can

report the detected activity back to the security intermediary

102 and/or a central security server 108 .
[0087 ] Instrumentation code may also collect information
about particular activity that occurs on the client device 112
and / or 114 . For instance, the instrumentation code may
collect information about how a user interacts with the web
page such as key strokes , mouse movements, changes in
focus between particular forms, fields , or frames , and pat

terns and timing of interactions with the page . Information
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about the user ' s operating environment may also be col-

device , such as JavaScript, operates. Detection can occur by

identifying certain JavaScript operations or calls thatmay be

lected , such as network configurations, operating system
information , hardware specifications, performance indica
tors , session identifiers, other cookies, browser type,

made on a page, and instrumenting code that is served with
a web page so as to report to a security server system when

browser settings, IP address , MAC address , client device
type , plug -ins , screen resolution , installed fonts, timestamp,

such operations occur and /or such calls are made ( along with
information that describes the actions ). Deflection occurs by

tions , users and system operators can configure the instru

site or page identifier, GPS data, etc . In some implementa
mentation code to restrict or anonymize the data that it

each time, such as changing the names of elements that will
be called by malicious JavaScript, so that the malicious code

gathers to respect user privacy .
[ 0088 ] The security intermediary 102 can also include an

identifier, such as a session identifier in a cookie , with the
processed web page 116B that it transmits. The security
intermediary 102 can store the identifier in a data structure ,
table , or database that correlates the original web code with

the modified web code for a particular resource so that the
security intermediary 102 can apply reverse modifications to

requests based on modified resources before forwarding the

request to the web server 104 . For example, the security

the constant changing of code elements as they are served

can never catch up with the changes and thus gives itself

away when it tries to interoperate with code known by the

system to be stale . As one example, a common method for

making changes to a DOM for a web page is the document.
write ( ) method , and may be used by malicious code to
surreptitiously change what the user of a computing device
sees on a web page .
[0092] security system can (1 ) instrument served code
corresponding to such a method so that the instrumentation
code reports calls to the method , and additionally includes

intermediary 102 may assign a unique identifier to the web

data that characterizes such calls, so that the system can

page 116A , and store the identifier in a table that associates

detect abnormal activity and perhaps use the additional data
to determine whether the abnormal activity is malicious or
benign ; and (2 ) change the function name to “ document .

the resource 's original field name, “ money _ dest,” with the
modified field name “ x1 $ v4 .” Later transactions posted to
the web server 104 from the modified page 116B can be

received by the security intermediary 102 for reverse modification before forwarding the request to the web server 104 .
The security intermediary 102 can determine which reverse
modifications to apply based on the identifier. In some

# 3 @ 1 * 87 % 5 .write ” or some other legal name that includes
random text that can be changed automatically each time the

code is served . Such constant changing creates a real chal
lenge for a malicious party seeking to write code that can

keep up with the changes , and also flags the presence of the

implementations, the identifier can be a session identifier.

malicious code when it attempts to interact with an outdated

[0089] At step Ci , client device 112 has received web

method name, and is reported by the instrumentation code .

page 112A . Client device 112 is a clean device in that no
malware 118 that is configured to attack the online banking

website has infected client device 112 . A user at the client
device 112 provides into the fields on the web page 112 A the
necessary information to complete a wire transfer , such as an
indication of the source account, destination account, and
transfer amount. The user may then submit the request for a

wire transfer, which a browser on the client device 112
converts into an HTTP request to the web server 104 , the

request including the information submitted by the user
along with corresponding field names. The HTTP request
from client device 112 uses the random field name that the
security intermediary 102 generated for the destination

account field , “ x1 $ v4.”
[0090] Instrumentation code 112B can monitor the web
the instrumentation code 112B may determine that malware
118 or other anomalous activity has altered the web page

page 112 A on client device 112 . In some implementations,

112A and may be attempting to initiate an unauthorized

transaction . For example , the instrumentation code 112B
may include information about the modified web code for

Other examples of JavaScript actions that can be instru
" getElementByName,” XPath commands , and setting of

mented and continually changed include " getElementById ,"
HTML elements in the DOM to particular values .

10093 ]. As instrumented code executes on the client
devices 112 , 114 , the code may collect information that

characterizes events and statuses of a web page or other

resource as described , and may report the information in

various manners . In some implementations , the instrumen
tation reports that include such information can be sent to the
security server 108 and /or the security intermediary 102 .
The security server 108 may receive instrumentation reports
directly from the client devices 112 , 114 , or indirectly
through the security intermediary 102 . The instrumentation
code may generate and transmit reports periodically or upon

request, for instance . Reports can also be transmitted in
subsequentHTTP requests from the clientdevice 112 , 114 to

the web server 104 , and can be received by the security
intermediary 102 . Alternatively or in addition to these tech
niques , instrumentation reports can be sent to the security

web page 112A , and may be programmed to detect when

intermediary 102 or security server 108 asynchronously ,
such as through the use of AJAX or Web Socket.

elements of the modified code are altered at the client device
112 . For instance , the instrumentation code may determine

transaction , and the HTTP request includes the appropriate

whether the document object model (“ DOM ” ) for the web
page has been altered , or if the HTTP request based on the

modified field names such as “ x1$ v4 ” for the “ money _dest"

web page uses unexpected values that do not correspond to

the modified web code delivered in web page 112A . For
instance , the instrumentation code may detect that the client
device 112 has called an original function value rather than

its modified , replaced value .
[0091] Malicious activity can be both detected and
deflected in relatively sophisticated manners by changing
the environment in which executable code on the client

[0094 ] At step C1, malware 118 has not interfered with the
field . Therefore , the instrumentation code 112B does not

report the presence of anomalous or malicious activity to the

security intermediary 102.

100951 At step C2 , client device 114 is shown to have

received web page 114A . Unlike client device 112 ,however,

client device 114 is compromised with malware 118 , such as

a man -in -the- browser bot. When a user of the compromised

client device 114 submits the wire -transfer transaction , the
malware 118 may intervene and replace the destination
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account field name with “ money _ dest " — the original field
name before the security intermediary 102 modified web
page 116A . The bot may use the original field name, for
example ,based on previous analysis of the banking website
in instances where the security intermediary 102 did not
modify the field name.
[0096 ] The instrumentation code 114B can detect the
behavior or consequences of the behavior of malware 118 ,
and generate a report to alert the security intermediary 102
and / or the web server 104 of suspicious activity . The instru

mentation code 114B in FIG . 1B , for example, reports the

suspicious activity by causing the HTTP request that the user

submits for the transaction to include the field name

“ x1$ v4 * ” in place of the malware ' s 118 field name “ money _

dest." The asterisk appended to the end of the modified field
name indicates that the instrumentation code 114B detected

suspicious activity.
[0097] At steps D1 and D2, the security intermediary 102

receives the HTTP requests for the wire - transfer transaction
from client devices 112 and 114 , decodes the requests , and
forwards the decoded requests to the web server 104 . The

HTTP requests from the client devices 112 and 114 may
include a cookie having a session identifier that the security
intermediary 102 can use in decoding the HTTP requests .
The security intermediary 102 can look up the session
identifier in a translation table , and decode the request by

applying reverse modifications that restore the original field

and function names, for example . With respect to the request
that the intermediary 102 receives from the clean client
device 112 , the intermediary 102 receives the substitute field

name " x1 $ v4 ” as expected , decodes the field name by
replacing it with “ money _ dest" and forwards the request to
the web server 104 through the load balancer 106 . The

operation of security intermediary 102 is transparent to the
web server 104, and the web server 104 can process the

transaction according to the user 's request.
[ 0098 ] With respect to the HTTP request from the com

promised client device 114 , the security intermediary 102
recognizes the report of suspicious activity by instrumenta
tion code 114 , and sends an alert to the web server 104 . The
security intermediary 102 can use the session identifier in
the HTTP request to determine the appropriate reverse

[0100 ] At step E , the security intermediary 102 may
forward information about the transactionsbetween the web

server and the client devices 112 and/ or 114 to the security

server 108 . For example, the security intermediary 102 may

share information about the transaction from client device
114 in which the instrumentation code 114B reported sus
picious activity .
[0101] The instrumentation code 114B may include a
report about the detected suspicious activity and its circum
stances that the security intermediary 102 can provide to the
security server 108 . For example , the report may include
information about the client device 114 , the abnormal or
suspicious activity , the electronic resources and fields
involved , and information about the browser, operating
system , or other application that the malware 118 may have
compromised . Data from the security server 108 can be

analyzed with respect to the security intermediary 102 for a
security intermediaries 102 that serve other websites and
web servers 104 . The security server 108 can analyze data
across multiple computing sessions and for multiple client
particular site, or in aggregate with information from other

devices. The analysis from the security server 108 can be

used , for instance , to identify new threats , track known
threats , and to distinguish legitimate abnormal or alien

activity from malicious activity .
[0102] FIG . 2 is a schematic diagram of a system 100 for
performing deflection and detection of malicious activity
with respect to a web server system . The system 100 may be
the same as the system 100 discussed with respect to FIGS.
1A and 1B , and is shown in this example to better explain

the interrelationship of various general features of the over
all system 200 , including the use of instrumentation code for

detection and deflection that is discussed in greater detail
throughout this document.
[0103] The system 200 in this example is a system that is

operated by or for a large number of different businesses that

serve web pages and other content over the internet, such as

banks and retailers that have on -line presences ( e. g ., on -line
stores, or on -line account management tools ). The main
server systems operated by those organizations or their
agents are designated as web servers 204a - 204n , and could
include a broad array of web servers , content servers ,
database servers , financial servers , load balancers , and other

modifications necessary to decode the request. The security

necessary components (either as physical or virtual servers).

“ x1 $ v4 * ” corresponds to the original “ money _ dest” field

shown connected between the web servers 204a to 204n and

intermediary 102 may recognize that the field name

name, but that the instrumentation code 114B appended an

asterisk to the field name to indicate possibly malicious

activity .

[0099 ] The security intermediary 102 can respond to the
indication in various ways according to the applicable
security policy and / or system configuration settings . In one
example shown in step D2, the intermediary 102 forwards

the decoded request to the web server 104, but appends the
asterisk to the destination account field name, “ money _

0104 ] A set of security server systems 202a - 202n are

a network 210 such as the internet. Although both extend to
n in number, the actual number of sub -systems could vary .

For example, certain of the customers could install two
separate security server systems to serve all of their web
server systems (which could be one or more ), such as for

redundancy purposes. The particular security server systems

202a - 202n may be matched to particular ones of the web
server systems 204a -204n, or they may be at separate sites ,
and all of the web servers for various different customers

dest* ,” to notify the web server 104 that the transaction is
suspicious , and may indicate the presence of unauthorized
alien content. In response , the web server 104 may ignore

may be provided with services by a single common set of

the alert, complete the transaction and log the alert, refuse to
complete the transaction , pretend to complete the transac
tion , and/ or take other appropriate action . In some imple
mentations, the security intermediary 102 may not forward
the transaction request to the web server 104 if suspicious

issues are minimized ).

activity has been detected .

security servers 202a - 202n ( e . g ., when all of the server
systems are at a single co -location facility so that bandwidth

[0105 ] Each of the security server systems 202a -202n may

be arranged and programmed to carry out operations like
those discussed above and below and other operations. For
example , a policy engine 220 in each such security server

system may evaluate HTTP requests from client computers
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( e .g ., desktop , laptop , tablet, and smartphone computers )

based on header and network information , and can set and
store session information related to a relevant policy. The
policy engine may be programmed to classify requests and
correlate them to particular actions to be taken to code
returned by the web server systems before such code is
served back to a client computer . When such code returns ,

the policy information may be provided to a decode, analy
sis, and re - encode module, which matches the content to be

status. With the cookie data , the security server systems

202a - 202n may use a private key to decrypt the state
information and use that state information in real-time to
decode the information from the client computer. Such a

stateless implementation may create benefits such as less
management overhead for security server systems 202a
202n (e.g., for tracking state , for storing state , and for
performing clean - up of stored state information as sessions

time out or otherwise end) and as a result , higher overall

delivered , across multiple content types (e. g., HTML ,

throughput.

( e . g ., using XPATH within a DOM ), such as substitutions ,

and the security server systems 202a -202n may be config
ured to modify web code differently each time it is served in
a manner that is generally imperceptible to a user who

JavaScript, and CSS ) , to actions to be taken on the content

addition of content, and other actions that may be provided

as extensions to the system . For example , the different types
of content may be analyzed to determine naming that may
extend across such different pieces of content ( e . g ., the name

of a function or parameter ), and such names may be changed
in a way that differs each time the content is served , e . g ., by

replacing a named item with randomly - generated characters.
Elements within the different types of content may also first
be grouped as having a common effect on the operation of

the code ( e . g ., if one element makes a call to another ), and
then may be re- encoded together in a common manner so

that their interoperation with each other will be consistent

even after the re-encoding .
[0106 ] A rules engine 222 may store analytical rules for

performing such analysis and for re - encoding of the content.
The rules engine 222 may be populated with rules developed

through operator observation of particular content types,

such as by operators of a system studying typical web pages
that call JavaScript content and recognizing that a particular

method is frequently used in a particular manner. Such

observation may result in the rules engine 222 being pro
grammed to identify the method and calls to the method so

that they can all be grouped and re - encoded in a consistent
and coordinated manner .
[0107 ] The decode , analysis, and re-encode module 224
encodes content being passed to client computers from a
web server according to relevant policies and rules . The

module 224 also reverse encodes requests from the client
computers to the relevant web server or servers . For

example , a web page may be served with a particular
parameter, and may refer to JavaScript that references that
same parameter. The decode , analysis, and re - encode mod

ule 224 may replace the name of that parameter , in each of

the different types of content, with a randomly generated

name, and each time the web page is served (or at least in
varying sessions ), the generated name may be different.
When the name of the parameter is passed back to the web
server, it may be re - encoded back to its original name so that
this portion of the security process may occur seamlessly for
the web server.
[0108 ] A key for the function that encodes and decodes
such strings can be maintained by one or more of security

[0109 ] The decode , analysis , and re -encode module 224

interacts with such web code. For example, multiple differ
ent client computers may request a common web resource

such as a web page or web application that a web server
provides in response to themultiple requests in substantially
the same manner. Thus , a common web page may be

requested from a web server, and the web server may
HTML, CSS , JavaScript, images, and other web code or files
to each of the clients in satisfaction of the requests . In some
instances, particular portions of requested web resources
respond by serving the same or substantially identical

may be common among multiple requests, while other

portions may be client or session specific . The decode ,

analysis, and re -encode module 224 may be adapted to apply

different modifications to each instance of a common web

resource , or common portion of a web resource, such that the

web code that it is ultimately delivered to the client com
puters in response to each request for the common web

resource includes different modifications.
[0110 ] Even where different modifications are applied in
responding to multiple requests for a common web resource ,
one or more of security server systems 202a - 202n can apply
the modifications in a manner that does not substantially

affect a way that the user interacts with the resource ,

regardless of the different transformations applied . For

example , when two different client computers request a
common web page , one or more of security server systems

202a - 202n applies different modifications to the web code
corresponding to the web page in response to each request

for the web page, but the modifications do not substantially
affect a presentation of the web page between the two
different client computers . The modifications can therefore
be made largely transparent to users interacting with a
common web resource so that the modifications do not cause
a substantial difference in the way the resource is displayed

or the way the user interacts with the resource on different
client devices or in different sessions in which the resource

is requested .

[0111] An instrumentation module 226 is programmed to

particular client computer so that the one or more of security

add instrumentation code to the content that is served from
a web server. The instrumentation code is code that is
programmed to monitor the operation of other code that is

server systems 202a - 202n may know which key or function

served . For example , the instrumentation code may be

server systems 202a - 202n along with an identifier for the

to apply, and may otherwise maintain a state for the client

computer and its session . A stateless approach may also be
employed , whereby one or more of security server systems

programmed to identify when certain methods are called ,

when those methods have been identified as likely to be
called by malicious software . When such actions are

202a - 202n encrypt the state and stores it in a cookie that is
saved at the relevant client computer. The client computer
may then pass that cookie data back when it passes the

observed to occur by the instrumentation code , the instru
mentation code may be programmed to send a communica
tion to the security server reporting on the type of action that

information that needs to be decoded back to its original

occurred and other meta data that is helpful in characterizing
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the activity . Such information can be used to help determine

whether the action was malicious or benign .

[ 0112 ]. The instrumentation code may also analyze the

DOM on a client computer in predetermined manners that
are likely to identify the presence of and operation of
malicious software , and to report to one or more of security
server systems 202 -202n or a related system . For example ,

[0115 ] A central security console 208 may connect to a
large number ofweb content providers , and may be run , for

example , by an organization that provides the software for

operating the security server systems 2020 -202n . Such a

central security console 208 may access complex analytical

and data analysis tools , such as tools that identify clustering

of abnormal activities across thousands of client computers

the instrumentation code may be programmed to character

and sessions , so that an operator of the central security

ize a portion of the DOM when a user takes a particular
action , such as clicking on a particular on -page button , so as

them as malicious or benign , and then take steps to thwart

console 208 can focus on those clusters in order to diagnose

to identify a change in the DOM before and after the click

any malicious activity .

the DOM if there is benign code operating with respect to

respect to the click ). Data that characterizes the DOM may

rity console 208 may have access to software for analyzing
telemetry data received from a very large number of client
computers that execute instrumentation code provided by

also be hashed , either at the client computer or one ormore
of security server systems 202a - 202n , to produce a repre

the system 200 . Such data may result from forms being
re -written across a large number of web pages and web sites

sentation of the DOM ( e . g ., in the differences between part
of the DOM before and after a defined action occurs ) that is

to include content that collects system information such as
browser version , installed plug - ins, screen resolution , win

also be used by the instrumentation code to generate a

content may be characterized by such code, such as the
speed with which a user interacts with a page, the path of a

(where the click is expected to cause a particular change to

the click , as opposed to malicious code operating with

easy to compare against corresponding representations of
DOMs from other client computers . Other techniques may

compact representation of the DOM or other structure
expected to be affected by malicious code in an identifiable

[0116 ] In certain other implementations, the central secu

dow size and position , operating system , network informa
tion , and the like. In addition , user interaction with served

pointer over the page, and the like.

manner.

[0117] Such collected telemetry data , across many thou

[0113 ] As noted , the content from web servers 204a -204n ,
as encoded by decode, analysis, and re -encode module 224 ,
may be rendered on web browsers of various client com
puters . Uninfected client computers 212a -212n represent

sands of sessions and client devices , may be used by the

computers that do not have malicious code programmed to

interfere with a particular site a user visits or to otherwise

central security console 208 to identify what is “ natural”

interaction with a particular page that is likely the result of
legitimate human actions, and what is “ unnatural” interac
tion that is likely the result of a bot interacting with the

content. Statistical and machine learning methods may be

perform malicious activity . Infected client computers 214a
214n represent computers that do have malware or malicious
code (218a -218n , respectively ) programmed to interfere

used to identify patterns in such telemetry data , and to
resolve bot candidates to particular client computers . Such

with a particular site a user visits or to otherwise perform

the system 200 , may be blocked from interaction , or may

malicious activity. In certain implementations, the client
computers 212a -212n and 214a -214n may also store the
encrypted cookies discussed above and pass such cookies

back through the network 210 . The client computers 212a
212n and 214a -214n will , once they obtain the served
content, implement DOMs for managing the displayed web
pages , and instrumentation code may monitor the respective

DOMsas discussed above . Reports of illogical activity ( e . g .,
software on the client device calling a method that does not
exist in the downloaded and rendered content) can then be

reported back to the server system .
[0114 ] The reports from the instrumentation code may be

analyzed and processed in various manners in order to
determine how to respond to particular abnormal events , and

to track down malicious code via analysis of multiple
different similar interactions across different client comput
ers 212a -212n and 214a -214n. For small-scale analysis ,
each web site operator may be provided with a single
security console 207 that provides analytical tools for a
single site or group of sites . For example, the single security

console 207 may include software for showing groups of
abnormal activities, or reports that indicate the type of code

served by the web site that generates the most abnormal
activity . For example , a security officer for a bank may
determine that defensive actions are needed if most of the

reported abnormal activity for its web site relates to content
elements corresponding to money transfer operations - an
indication that stale malicious code may be trying to access

such elements surreptitiously.

client computers may then be handled in special manners by

have their operators notified that their computer is poten

tially running malicious software ( e .g ., by sending an e -mail
to an account holder of a computer so that the malicious

software cannot intercept it easily ).

[0118 ] FIG . 3A is a flow diagram of a process for serving

modified and instrumented program code. In general, the

process involves intercepting code that would otherwise be
served directly to a client device , and (a )modifying the code

both by making changes that interfere with malicious

attempts to interact with the web server through the client,

and (b ) supplementing the code with instrumentation code

that is programmed to identify certain actions with respect to

the served code, such as efforts to access the served code in

a manner that only makes sense for the unmodified code (but
not the modified code ), such as attempts to make calls with
names or parameters that are in the unmodified code but not

themodified code . The modified and instrumented code can
perform detection and deflection of anomalous and/or mali
cious computer activity . For example , in internet -based

communication between a client computing device and a

web server, the process can modify and instrument web code
such as HTML , CSS , and JavaScript to detect abnormal

activity by malware that exploits vulnerabilities of the client

computing device.
[0119 ] At 302, the process starts , and at 304 , a server

subsystem receives web code from a web server in response
to a request from a client computing device . In some
implementations, the server subsystem corresponds to the
security intermediary 102 in FIGS. 1A and 1B . The server
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subsystem may be a virtual component of computer hard
ware that implements the web server, or the server subsys
tem may be separate from the web server. In some embodi

ments, the server subsystem may be installed on the
premises of the web server and communicate over a local

[0124] If the server subsystem determines that web code

for the resource should be processed further (308 ), it may
apply various modifications to the web code to obscure
operation of the web server (312 ), as viewed from a client

computing device. In some implementations, the server
implicit API. An implicit API can include any elements of

area network or direct communication lines. The server

subsystem may modify all or portions of a resource ' s

location from both the client device and the web server , such

the provided resource that are used by a client computing
device in generating a response to the resource. For web

subsystem can also be hosted by a third - party at a remote
that the server subsystem and the web server communicate
over a public network ( e . g ., the internet ) or a private

network .

[0120 ] In some implementations, the server subsystem can

function as a reverse proxy so that client requests to the web
server are first directed to the server subsystem and then

forwarded to the web server , and content that the web server
provides is forwarded to the server subsystem before being

transmitted to a requesting client device . Web code includes
data that is transmitted between the client computing device

and the web server, such as HTTP requests and code for

pages, the implicit API may include links, form data , form
fields , and AJAX calls , among other things. The server
subsystem may replace values associated with the implicit
API with other values that obscure the original values
provided from the web server. The replacement values can
be generated by various methods including methods for
generating pseudo -random values . For example, the server
subsystem may modify a link in an html file from original

code that provided < a href = " securepage .html” > to < a

href=" Pr& 4 @ k78” > . The modification may prevent mal

generating web pages such asHTML , XML , JavaScript, and
CSS . The techniques described herein can also apply to

ware at a client computing device from determining the

other forms of web code including particular content tech

obscured replacement page rather than " securepage.html."
Similar modifications may be made to forms, fields, AJAX

nologies such as Flash / ActionScript, VBScript, Python , and
Java Applets . In some implementations , the techniques

described here can apply in the context of other network
transfer protocols such as the file transfer protocol (FTP ),
HTTP secure (HTTPs), and others .

actual target of the link . When a user selects the link , the

client computing device generates an HTTP request for the

calls, and other portions of a resource 's implicit API.
[0125 ] The server subsystem can also make other types of
modifications on web code before delivering a resource to a
client computing device . For example, the server subsystem

[0121 ] When the web server receives a request from a

may add elements , substitute , or delete elements to obscure

and forwards the response to the server subsystem . In some

executable code may also be added to the web code that can

client computing device, the web server generates a response

instances , the web server may respond with a resource that
is stored on or accessible to the web server. The web server

may also execute software on the server to generate a
resource . The resource may correspond to a web site hosted

by the web server, such as an HTML file for a particular
page . Some resources may reference other resources , caus

ing the client computing device to make subsequent requests

for the other resources such as separate JavaScript or CSS
files . If the web server is unable to satisfy the request, it may
respond with an error indicator.

[0122 ] At 306 , the server subsystem determines a security

policy that governs the transaction and that indicates
whether to process a resource before transmitting it to the
client, and if so , how to process the resource . A policy engine
in the server subsystem can generate or identify the appro
priate security policy , which may be based on one or more

factors such as the nature of the resource , system configu

ration settings , and characteristics of the requesting client
device . For example , resources may be categorized into
families in which a given security policy applies to each
family of resources . Categorization may be performed
manually to one or more particular resources, or may be
based on a logical location of the resource in one example .

Thus, resources within a family ofURLs may be subject to
modification or further processing by the server subsystem ,
a common security policy . Some resources can bypass any

for instance , if they are deemed low -risk for exploitation .

[0123] At 308 , if the security policy informs the server

subsystem to forego further processing of the web code for
the resource , then the server subsystem may transmit the

resource and its associated web code to the client device

( 310 ). Such transmission may occur as to a portion of
resources served for a transaction or for all resources.

the arrangement and static structure of a website . Client

perform modifications to a resource , such as changing a web

page's document object model, at the client device auto
matically or upon some triggering event. Some malware
may attempt to infer the identity of various components of

a web page by examining the arrangement of the page , to see
how components interrelate . By rearranging this structure

and introducing various hooks into the web code, the server
subsystem can make it more difficult for malware at a client
device to determine characteristics and structure of a website
and engage in unauthorized activity with the site . In some
implementations, this may include changing JavaScript
functions and variables such as “ document.write ( )," " docu

ment.getElementById ( )," " document. getElementByName

)," " document. getElementByTagName( )," " document.
evaluate ( ),” etc .
[0126 ] The server subsystem can apply modifications that
do not impact a user ' s experience in interacting with the
resource. For example , if the user has requested a particular
web page , the web page can be modified so that the
modifications to the web code are generally transparent to

the user. Thus, modifications to the web page generally will

not affect the visible structure of the page , and the page can
maintain the same functionality and other elements of a

user ' s experience with the page as the unmodified page

would present . For example, the server subsystem may
replace the target in a link in a modified page , and although
the user may notice that the URL does not appear to be
connected to the site that he or she has visited , the text,
location , and functionality of the link are all maintained .
Selecting the link will still direct the user to intended target

of the link , for example .
(0127] For some modifications, including those made on
the implicit API of a resource, the modifications may be
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reversible . Reverse modifications may be necessary to

bugs , or even user -authorized plug-ins for example . Some

decode a request based on a modified web page . For
example , if the server subsystem changed the target of a link
from " securepage .html” to “ Pr & 4 @ k78” , and the user later

other behavior, such as that from malware ,may be malicious

selects the link and requests a resource identified by the
obscured target “ Pr& 4 @ k78 ," it becomes necessary to

determine the original value that was replaced so that the
web server can satisfy the user ' s intended request. In some

implementations , each modified resource can be served by

the server subsystem with a cookie added to the HTTP

header, or some other identifier for the resource, that can be
sent back to the server system in a request based on the

modified page . The server subsystem can use the cookie or

other identifier to access a table , database , or other data

structure corresponding to the identifier that contains infor
mation for decoding the request. For instance , a translation
table in the server subsystem for the web page in the
foregoing example may show that the original value for

“ Pr & 4 & k78 ” was " securepage.html,” and this value can be
replaced in the request for the web server.

[ 0128 ] The server subsystem can apply different modifi
cations to a resource each time that it is served . Operations

of the web server can be obscured more effectively by
changing the modifications to a resource each time it is

served and before the resource is received by the client

abnormal behavior may be anomalous but benign , whereas

and represent a security threat to the web server. The
instrumentation code may detect various types of abnormal

behavior and report the detected abnormalities back to the

server subsystem and/ or the web server. In some instances,

the instrumentation code may distinguish between benign
and malicious activity and only generate an alert for mali
cious activity .

[0131] Some instrumentation code can use the modifica
tions made by the server subsystem in detecting abnormal
activity . For example , the server subsystem may replace all
the values in a web page 's implicit API before transmitting
the web page to a client device . The instrumentation code
may be configured to recognize if the client device attempts
to use one of the replaced values, or any other value, rather
than the replacement value . For instance , in the above
example about the replaced link target, the instrumentation
code may detect abnormal activity if the client generated an
HTTP request in response to the modified page that included
a request to “ securepage.html” rather than “ Pr & 4 & k78.”
[0132 ] At 318 , the server subsystem provides the modified
and instrumented web code to the requesting client device .

The code may be transmitted over a network such as the

device to prevent malware from learning about the structure

internet to the client computing device . In some instances,

of a site . Changing the modifications each time that the web

secure communication protocols can be used between the
client device the server subsystem to authenticate the com
munication and protect against eavesdropping attacks. For

server provides a resource can make it more difficult for
malware on the client device to determine a static structure

of the site because the modifications create a moving target.

Different modifications can be made to a common resource
requested by multiple client devices so that each requesting
client device is served with the resource with unique modi
fications. Even for a single user at one client device , the
server subsystem can apply different modifications to a
requested resource across multiple sessions. The server

example , the server subsystem may send the web code over

an encrypted connection using HTTPs .

[0133 ] FIG . 3B depicts a flow chart of an example process

for monitoring client devices for abnormal activity . In gen

eral, the process indicates actions that occur when a user

interacts with a web page generated from the code delivery
of FIG . 3A , with information about a user request and

subsystem can apply unique modifications to a resource for
each session . For the purposes of applying different modi
fications across multiple sessions , the sessions can corre

additional data generated by the instrumented code being

spond to sessions that are set by the web server, such as a

3A in which the server subsystem has transmitted modified

sent to the server system . The flow chart in 3B logically
continues from the end 320 of the flow chart depicted in FIG .

session cookie that is sent from the web server in association
with a resource and that may expire in a predetermined time
and / or when a user closes a browser window at the client

and instrumented web code for a requested resource to a
client device .

device, for example .

subsystem receives an indication that abnormal activity has

[ 0129 ] In some implementations, the server subsystem

occurred on the client device . In some implementations , the

may also create other sessions for purposes of the server

subsystem 's operations instead of the web server . For
example , the server subsystem may include a cookie that
was not included in the content associated with a resource

from the web server, and that can be set to expire in a
predetermined amount of time or in association with a user 's
browsing activity. The session identifier can also be used by

the server subsystem for determining a translation table to
apply for decoding a resource (i.e ., reverse modifications ).
In some implementations , the server subsystem may con
sider a session to have expired when it receives a request
from a client device in response to a previously modified

resource that the server subsystem sent to the client.

[0130] At 314 , the server subsystem may supplement a

resource provided by the web server in response to a request
from a client device with instrumentation code . The instru

10134 ]. At 322 , the process begins, and at 324 , the server

indication may be received from the instrumentation code

that the server subsystem supplemented the web code with
at 314 . The instrumentation code can execute on the client

device 114 while the client has executed the modified and
instrumented version of the requested resource. When the
instrumentation code detects abnormal behavior, it may

generate a report and provide the report to the server

subsystem .
[0135 ] The report may contain various information about
the detected event such as the time at which it was detected ,

how many times the event was detected , and information
about the nature or consequences of the event. For example ,
the instrumentation code may detect that the DOM for a web
page has been altered such that, in combination with the
modifications from the web server, the page does not func
tion properly . The report may also indicate whether the

mentation code may be executable on the client device and
can detect abnormal computer behavior, which may result

abnormal behavior is more likely legitimate or malicious ,
and may provide a score that indicates the likelihood that the

from malware that has infected the client device , software

event stems from operations of a bot or other malware . To
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allow for subsequent analysis of the event, the report may

provide other circumstantial information such as an identity

of the client, the application or web browser in which the

event occurred , a session identifier, a network identifier,

and / or a resource or website identifier. In some implemen

tations, the report may include a flag that indicates only that

some abnormal or suspicious activity has been detected .

previously served on the client device . For instance , a user

may have submitted a query in a web page using a text field

in which its original name value of " search bar ” had been
modified and replaced to “ $ fad & 6 .” The server subsystem

receives the request based on the modified and instrumented
code before the request is forwarded to the web server . The
instrumentation code may also include information in the

10136 ] At 326 , the server subsystem reports to the web
server that it has received an indication of abnormal behav

request that indicates whether abnormal activity was
detected , and if so , a report about the abnormal activity .

from the server subsystem to modify a manner in which a
transaction with the client device is handled . In some

ior to the web server . The web server may use the report

10140 ] At 332, the server subsystem decodes the received

instances, transactions such as electronic funds transfers at

client request so that the request can be forwarded to the web
server in a format that the web server understands . The
server subsystem can decode such requests by applying

a banking website , or authentication transactions more gen

reverse modifications to the request. For example , the server

erally, may relate to sensitive information or matters in
which security is paramount. In such cases , the web server

subsystem may have stored information aboutmodifications

may be configured to refuse to execute the transaction as

be identified based on a unique identifier for each served

requested . Alternatively , the web server may log the reported
event but still complete the transaction . In some cases , the

web server may also alter termsof the transactions, or notify

authorized users, account holders, and / or a fraud or IT
security department of the abnormal behavior , for instance .
In some implementations, the web server may respond as if

the transaction completed without actually completing the
transaction .

[0137] At step 328 , the server subsystem can also transmit

for a resource in a data structure, table , or database that can

resource . The identifier can be included by the server

subsystem in providing the client devices with modified and
instrumented code, such as in a cookie , that the client device
includes in subsequent HTTP requests that respond to the

modi
modified and instrumented code . Using the identifier, the
server subsystem can locate the relevant modification infor

mation in the data structure , table, or database and generate
a decoded request based on the stored modification infor
mation .

information about reported abnormal behavior to a central
security server. The central security server may be imple
mented in some examples by security server 108 in the

[0141] In some implementations, the server subsystem can

system 100 depicted in FIG . 1B . The central security server

information about previous modifications on the server
subsystem . For example , the server subsystem can transmit

can be a separate server from the web server and the server
subsystem and may be connected to multiple server subsys

tems associated with a plurality of web servers and web

sites . In some examples , web server or web site operators
may purchase or lease a server subsystem to operate with
their respective web server (s ) from an internet security

authority . The central security server can be maintained by

the internet security authority to monitor operations of the

server subsystems and to collect information about detected
abnormal behaviors .

[0138 ] Because the central security server can receive

security reports from multiple server subsystems, data may
be aggregated across multiple web sites , web servers , com

implement stateless modification and decoding techniques

such that the server subsystem does not need to store

the information needed to decode requests based on modi
fied and instrumented web code to the client in an encrypted
cookie that the server subsystem can then receive from the

client in future requests from the client device .
(0142 ] At 334 , the server subsystem forwards the client
request to the web server. If the server subsystem received
no indication of abnormal behavior from the client device ,

the request may be forwarded in such decoded form without
additional modifications such that the operations of the
server subsystem appear generally transparent to the web

server. The decoded request is substantially equivalent to a
request that the web server would receive if the server

puting sessions , client devices, networks, and / or users . The

subsystem was not there . In some implementations, the

internet security authority thatmaintains the central security

server subsystem can include other information with the
request that can indicate to the web server the status of the

server can use the reported information about abnormal

activity for various purposes. For instance , the central server

data may indicate how effectively the instrumentation code
detects abnormal activity on client devices , or how effective

web code modifications by the server subsystem are at
obscuring information about a web site and preventing
malicious transactions. The aggregated data may also be
used to identify and classify particular reported behaviors as
being associated with a legitimate or benign behavior such

transaction or a status of the server subsystem . For instance ,
the server subsystem may include information that affirma

tively indicates that the server subsystem is operating cor
rectly , or information that indicates the server subsystem is
not operating properly . The server subsystem may include
information that indicates whether abnormal behavior was
reported and the nature of any reported abnormal behavior .

as an authorized browser plug -in , or if the behavior is more

Thus , the server subsystem can receive a decoded request
and respond appropriately based on information that the

likely a malicious attack . The data may also be used , for

server subsystem supplemented with the forwarded request .

server subsystems to improve performance and detection

process for serving code, modifying and instrumenting the

example , to improve the algorithms and operation of the
and deflection capabilities .

[0139 ] At 330 , the server subsystem receives a request
fied and instrumented web code . For example , the client

from a client device in response to previously served modi

device may receive an HTTP response that includes modi

fied names for form fields in an HTML document that was

[0143] FIGS . 4A and 4B are swim -lane diagrams of a
code , and monitoring operation of the code on a client
device . Operations in the process occur between a client
device 114 that has been infected with malicious code , a
server subsystem 102, a web server 104 , and a central
security server 108. The server subsystem 102 may include

the features of the server subsystem described in the process
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of FIGS. 3A and 3B , and /or the features of the security
intermediary 102 described in FIGS . 1A and 1B . The
numerical presentation of items from FIGS . 1A and 1B are
provided here by means of example, while other structural
implementations may be used as appropriate .

[0144 ] At 410 , the client device 114 makes a request of the
website hosted by the web server 104 . The request may be
web server 104 for a resource , such as a web page on a

an HTTP request, for example, that is transmitted over the
internet 110 . The server subsystem 102 may function as a

reverse proxy server such that the server subsystem 102
receives the request and , at 412 , forwards the request to the

web server 104 . In some implementations , a load balancer
106 may function as a reverse proxy server rather than or in

addition to the server subsystem 102 , and can forward the

which may include a report about detected abnormal activity
generated by the instrumentation code . The report may
include , for example , information about the state , identity , or

context of the client device 114 and/ or the web browser or

other application in which the code is executing. The report
may include an IP address, MAC address, or other network
or device identifiers , and a session identifier. Information
about the nature of the detected event may also be included

such as how the abnormal activity ( e.g., malicious code 118 )
on the client device 114 .
attempted to interact with the modified resource executing

0151 ] The client device may transmit the HTTP request at
426 in response to a user ' s direction as indicated by inter

action with the executing web page . For example , a link that
the user follows from a web page or a request to post form

request to the web server 104 .

data can prompt the HTTP request. The HTTP request may

[ 0145 ] Upon receiving the request, the web server 104
generates or accesses a resource to provide in response to the
requesting client device 114 . For example , the resource may
be a web page defined by HTML code that is executable on

include information that allows the server subsystem to

decode the request such as an encrypted transformation table
or a session identifier to correspond to an identifier stored on

resource to the server subsystem 102 . The server subsystem

HTTP request from the client device 114 . For instance ,

the web server 104 and determines , at 416 , a security policy
that applies to the resource. The security policy may indicate
whether the server subsystem 102 should modify the web
code for the resource and / or whether to provide the resource
to the client device 114 with instrumentation code that can

process in serving the code may be restored to their original
values as provided from the web server 104 . Other tech
niques for decoding are discussed throughout this specifi

[0146 ] At 418 , the server subsystem 102 modifies and

10153 ]. Based on the report from the instrumentation code ,
at 434 , the server subsystem 102 may send an indication to
the web server 104 that abnormal activity was detected on

the client device 114 . At 414 , the web server 104 sends the

performs a preliminary analysis of the resource provided by

detect abnormal activity at the client device 114 .

instruments the requested resource ' s web code according to

the applicable security policy . The server subsystem 102
may use various techniques for randomly modifying web
code and/ or supplementing the web code with instrumenta

tion code to detect and /or deflect abnormal and malicious

program code on the client device 114 . This document
discusses such techniques throughout the specification ,

including with respect to FIG . 2 , for example .
10147 ] At 420 , the server subsystem 102 serves the modi
fied and instrumented web code to the client device 114 . The

modified and instrumented web code may be delivered to the
client device 114 over a secure internet connection to
authenticate one or more endpoints of the transaction and to

the server subsystem 102 .
[0152] At 428 , the server subsystem 102 decodes the
function values that were replaced during the modification

cation . The server subsystem 102 can maintain or log

information about the reported occurrence of abnormal
activity during the decoding process .
the client device 114 and that a user may not have legiti

mately authorized the HTTP request. In some implementa

tions , the server subsystem 102 may be configured to not

deliver a request to the web server 104 when the subsystem
102 has received an indication of detected abnormal client
activity .

[0154] At 436 , the web server 104 determines a response

to the decoded request. The web server 104 may adjust its
response based on an indication that abnormal or malicious

activity occurred on the client device 114 , which may

protect against eavesdroppers .

indicate an attempt to engage in a fraudulent transaction
with the web server 104 , or to otherwise exploit the web

[ 0148 ] The client device 114 receives and executes the
modified and instrumented web code at 422. For web code

server 104 . For example , theweb server 104 may respond by
completing the transaction as requested , providing an error

that defines a web page , for instance , a web browser at the

message, and /or refusing to complete the transaction . The

client device 114 can interpret the code , build a document

web server 104 may also act as if the transaction completed

object model, request any referenced files such as images,

when in fact it did not.

JavaScript, or CSS files referenced by the web code , and
present the web page to a user.

[0149 ] As the user interacts with the executing resource

code , at 424 the supplemented instrumentation code may
detect any abnormal behavior that occurs on the client with
respect to the executing resource code. For example , mali-

cious code 118 that surreptitiously resides on the client

device 114 and that has penetrated a security vulnerability in
the client's 114 web browser, may attempt to alter the web

[0155 ] At 435 , the server subsystem 102 may send infor
activity to the central security server 108 immediately upon
receipt of the report , or it may periodically send information

mation about the received report of detected abnormal
about a plurality of reports that the server subsystem has
received over a period of time. Alternatively , or in addition
to such reporting , the central security server 108 may request
that the server subsystem 102 provide information about

detected abnormal activity, and the server subsystem may

page ' s DOM or generate an unauthorized HTTP request in

respond accordingly .

a way that is inconsistent with the modified web code from

[0156 ] At 438 , the central security server 108 analyzes
information about abnormal client activity that it has
received from the server subsystem 102 , as well as from
other similar systems that may serve other web domains.
The central security server 108 may analyze multiple secu

the server subsystem 102 . The instrumentation code can

detect such behavior.

[ 0150] At 426 , the client device may submit an HTTP

request in response to the modified and instrumented code,
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rity reports generated by instrumentation code that executed

on multiple client devices, for multiple users, and across

multiple computing sessions , for example . For instance ,

central server 108 may use clustering techniques and statis

tical tools to abstract information about security threats,
the server subsystem 102 to detect and obstruct future
threats .
[0157 ] FIG . 5 is a schematic diagram of a computer
system 500 . The system 500 can be used for the operations
described in association with any of the computer-imple

which information can be used to improve the capabilities of

mented methods described previously , according to one
implementation . The system 500 is intended to include

various forms of digital computers, such as laptops, desk
tops , workstations, personal digital assistants , servers, blade

servers, mainframes, and other appropriate computers. The

system 500 can also include mobile devices, such as per
sonal digital assistants, cellular telephones, smartphones ,
and other similar computing devices. Additionally the sys

tem can include portable storage media , such as , Universal
Serial Bus (USB ) flash drives. For example , the USB flash
drives may store operating systems and other applications.
The USB flash drives can include input/output components,

such as a wireless transmitter or USB connector thatmay be
inserted into a USB port of another computing device .

10158 ] The system

500 includes a processor 510 , a

memory 520 , a storage device 530 , and an input/output
device 540 . Each of the components 510 , 520, 530 , and 540

are interconnected using a system bus 550 . The processor
510 is capable of processing instructions for execution

within the system 500. The processor may be designed using

any of a number of architectures . For example , the processor

510 may be a CISC (Complex Instruction Set Computers )
processor, a RISC (Reduced Instruction Set Computer )

processor, or a MISC (Minimal Instruction Set Computer )
processor.
10159] In one implementation , the processor 510 is a

embodied in an information carrier , e .g ., in a machine
readable storage device for execution by a programmable

processor; and method steps can be performed by a pro
grammable processor executing a program of instructions to
perform functions of the described implementations by
operating on input data and generating output. The described

features can be implemented advantageously in one or more
system including at least one programmable processor

computer programs that are executable on a programmable

coupled to receive data and instructions from , and to trans
mit data and instructions to , a data storage system , at least

one input device , and at least one output device . A computer
program is a set of instructions that can be used , directly or

indirectly, in a computer to perform a certain activity or

bring about a certain result. A computer program can be

written in any form of programming language, including
compiled or interpreted languages, and it can be deployed in
any form , including as a stand -alone program or as a
module, component, subroutine, or other unit suitable for
use in a computing environment.

(0164 ] Suitable processors for the execution of a program
of instructions include, by way of example, both general and
special purpose microprocessors , and the sole processor or
one of multiple processors of any kind of computer. Gen
erally , a processor will receive instructions and data from a
read - only memory or a random access memory or both . The
essential elements of a computer are a processor for execut
ing instructions and one or more memories for storing
instructions and data . Generally, a computer will also
include , or be operatively coupled to communicate with , one
or more mass storage devices for storing data files; such

devices includemagnetic disks, such as internal hard disks
and removable disks; magneto - optical disks; and optical
disks . Storage devices suitable for tangibly embodying
computer program instructions and data include all forms of
non - volatile memory , including by way of example semi
conductor memory devices , such as EPROM , EEPROM ,

single-threaded processor. In another implementation , the
processor 510 is a multi- threaded processor. The processor
510 is capable of processing instructions stored in the
memory 520 or on the storage device 530 to display graphi
cal information for a user interface on the input/output
device 540.

memory can be supplemented by, or incorporated in , ASICS

computer -readable medium . In one implementation , the
mentation , the memory 520 is a non -volatile memory unit.

display ) monitor for displaying information to the user and
a keyboard and a pointing device such as a mouse or a
trackball by which the user can provide input to the com
puter. Additionally , such activities can be implemented via

[ 0160 ] The memory 520 stores information within the
system 500 . In one implementation , the memory 520 is a

memory 520 is a volatile memory unit. In another imple

[0161] The storage device 530 is capable of providing

mass storage for the system 500 . In one implementation , the

storage device 530 is a computer-readable medium . In

various different implementations, the storage device 530
disk device , or a tape device .

may be a floppy disk device , a hard disk device , an optical

[0162] The input/output device 540 provides input/output

operations for the system 500 . In one implementation , the

input/output device 540 includes a keyboard and /or pointing
device . In another implementation, the input/output device
540 includes a display unit for displaying graphical user
interfaces .
[0163] The features described can be implemented in
digital electronic circuitry, or in computer hardware , firm
ware , software, or in combinations of them . The apparatus
can be implemented in a computer program product tangibly

and flash memory devices, magnetic disks such as internal

hard disks and removable disks;magneto - optical disks; and

CD -ROM and DVD -ROM disks. The processor and the
(application -specific integrated circuits ).
[0165 ] To provide for interaction with a user, the features
can be implemented on a computer having a display device
such as a CRT ( cathode ray tube) or LCD ( liquid crystal

touchscreen flat- panel displays and other appropriate
mechanisms.
10166 ]. The features can be implemented in a computer

system that includes a back -end component, such as a data

server, or that includes a middleware component, such as an
application server or an Internet server, or that includes a

front -end component, such as a client computer having a
graphical user interface or an Internet browser, or any

combination of them . The components of the system can be
connected by any form or medium of digital data commu

nication such as a communication network . Examples of
communication networks include a local area network

(“ LAN ” ) , a wide area network (“ WAN ” ), peer -to - peer net
works (having ad - hoc or static members ), grid computing

infrastructures, and the Internet.
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[0167] The computer system can include clients and serv

ers. A client and server are generally remote from each other
and typically interact through a network , such as the
described one. The relationship of clientand server arises by

virtue of computer programs running on the respective

execute on the first client device to monitor execution
of the web code of the web resource at the first client

device;

receiving, from the first client device , one or more

responses generated by the instrumentation code at the

computers and having a client- server relationship to each
other.

first client device based one or more interactions with
the web code at the first client device ;

[0168 ] While this specification contains many specific

wherein the method is performed by one or more com

implementation details , these should not be construed as
limitations on the scope of any inventions or of whatmay be

2 . The method of claim 1, wherein the one or more

puting devices.

features that are described in this specification in the context

responses comprises a report indicating that the instrumen
tation code, when executing at the first client device ,
detected abnormal behavior at the first client device .

combination in a single implementation . Conversely , vari
ous features that are described in the context of a single

wherein the instrumentation code is configured to report
execution of a particular operation with respect to the

claimed , but rather as descriptions of features specific to
particular implementations of particular inventions . Certain

of separate implementations can also be implemented in

implementation can also be implemented in multiple imple
mentations separately or in any suitable subcombination .
Moreover, although features may be described above as
acting in certain combinations and even initially claimed as

such , one or more features from a claimed combination can

in some cases be excised from the combination , and the

claimed combination may be directed to a subcombination

or variation of a subcombination .

[0169 ] Similarly, while operations are depicted in the

drawings in a particular order, this should not be understood

3. The method of claim 1 ,
web resource ;

wherein the instrumentation code, when executing at the
first client device , detects performance of the particular
operation at the first client device and transmits a report

in response to detecting the performance of the par

ticular operation .

4 . The method of claim 1 ,

wherein the instrumentation code is configured to report
a call to a particular method with respect to the web
resource;

In certain circumstances , multitasking and parallel process

wherein the instrumentation code, when executing at the
first client device , detects the call to the particular
method at the first client device and transmits a report
in response to detecting the call to the particular

various system

method .
5 . The method of claim 1 ,

as requiring that such operations be performed in the par

ticular order shown or in sequential order, or that all illus

trated operations be performed , to achieve desirable results .
ing may be advantageous. Moreover, the separation of
components in the implementations

described above should not be understood as requiring such

separation in all implementations , and it should be under

stood that the described program components and systems

can generally be integrated together in a single software

product or packaged into multiple software products.

[0170 ] Thus, particular implementations of the subject
matter have been described . Other implementations are
within the scope of the following claims. In some cases , the

actions recited in the claims can be performed in a different

order and still achieve desirable results . In addition , the

processes depicted in the accompanying figures do not

wherein the instrumentation code is configured to detect
a change to a Document Object Model (DOM ) corre
sponding to the web resource ;
wherein the instrumentation code , when executing at the
first client device, detects the change to the DOM and
transmits a response in response to detecting the change
to the DOM .
6 . The method of claim 1 ,
wherein the instrumentation code , when executing at the
first client device , collects information that character

izes interactions with the web code ;

necessarily require the particular order shown , or sequential

wherein the one or more responses comprises at least a

order, to achieve desirable results . In certain implementa

portion of the information collected at the first client

geous . In some implementations, the subject matter may be
embodied as methods, systems, devices, and /or as an article

7 . The method of claim 6 , wherein the information that
characterizes interactions with the web code comprises at

tions, multitasking and parallel processing may be advanta

or computer program product. The article or computer

program product may comprise one or more computer
readable media or computer -readable storage devices , which

may be tangible and non -transitory, that include instructions
that may be executable by one or more machines such as

computer processors .

What is claimed is:

1. A method comprising:
obtaining data corresponding to requests from a plurality
of client devices for a web resource comprising web
code, wherein the web resource is hosted by a first web

server system ;

for a first client device of the plurality of client devices,

serving instrumentation code that is configured to

device .
least one of key strokes and mouse movements .

8 . The method of claim 6 , wherein the interactions with
elements of the web code.
9 . The method of claim 6 , wherein the information that
characterizes interactions with the web code comprises
timing information of interactions with the web code.
10 . The method of claim 1, wherein serving the web code
comprises serving modified web code comprising the instru
mentation code.
11 . The method of claim 1, further comprising :
receiving a plurality of security reports generated by
instrumentation code executing on the plurality of
computing devices that requested the web resource
hosted by the first web server system , the plurality of
the web code comprises changes in focus between particular
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security reports including the one or more responses

generated by the instrumentation code at the first client

device ;

analyzing the plurality of security reports to determine
abstracted information about security threats from the
plurality of security reports ;
generating one ormore updated security measures for the
first web server system that hosts the web resource

based on analyzing the plurality of security reports.
12 . The method of claim 1, further comprising :

receiving a plurality of security reports generated by
instrumentation code executing on the plurality of
computing devices that requested the web resource
from a first web server system and a second plurality of
computing devices that requested one or more other
web resources other from one or more other web server
systems different from the first web server system ;

wherein the plurality of security reports includes the one

or more responses generated by the instrumentation
code at the first client device;

analyzing the plurality of security reports to determine

abstracted information about security threats from the
plurality of security reports ;
generating one or more updated security measures for a
plurality of web server systemsbased on analyzing the
plurality of security reports .

13 . A computer system comprising:
one or more hardware processors ;
a memory coupled to the one or more hardware proces
sors and storing one ormore instructions which , when
executed by the one or more hardware processors ,
cause the one or more hardware processors to :
obtain data corresponding to requests from a plurality of

method at the first client device and transmits a report
in response to detecting the call to the particular
method .
16 . The computer system of claim 13 ,

wherein the instrumentation code is configured to detect
a change to a Document Object Model (DOM ) corre

sponding to the web resource ;

wherein the instrumentation code , when executing at the
first client device , detects the change to the DOM and
transmits a response in response to detecting the change
to the DOM .
17 . The computer system of claim 13 ,

wherein the instrumentation code, when executing at the
first client device , collects information that character
izes interactions with the web code ;
wherein the one or more responses comprises at least a
portion of the information collected at the first client
device .
18 . The computer system of claim 17 , wherein the infor

mation that characterizes interactions with the web code
comprises at least one of key strokes , mouse movements ,

changes in focus between particular elements of the web

code, and timing information of interactions with the web

code.

19 . The computer system of claim 13 , wherein the one or

more instructions, when executed by the one or more
hardware processors , cause the one or more hardware pro
cessors to :

receive a plurality of security reports generated by instru
mentation code executing on the plurality of computing
devices that requested the web resource hosted by the
first web server system , the plurality of security reports

web code of the web resource at the first client device ;

including the one or more responses generated by the
instrumentation code at the first client device ;
analyze the plurality of security reports to determine
abstracted information about security threats from the
plurality of security reports ;
generate one or more updated security measures for the
first web server system that hosts the web resource
based on analyzing the plurality of security reports .
20 . The computer system of claim 13 , wherein the one or
more instructions, when executed by the one or more

generated by the instrumentation code at the first client

hardware processors , cause the one or more hardware pro
cessors to :

client devices for a web resource comprising web code ,

wherein the web resource is hosted by a first web server
system ;
for a first client device of the plurality of client devices ,
serve instrumentation code that is configured to execute

on the first client device to monitor execution of the

receive , from the first client device , one or more responses

device based one or more interactions with the web
code at the first client device.
14 . The computer system of claim 13 ,
wherein the instrumentation code is configured to report

execution of a particular operation with respect to the
web resource ;

wherein the instrumentation code , when executing at the

first client device , detects performance of the particular

operation at the first client device and transmits a report

in response to detecting the performance of the par

ticular operation .
15 . The computer system of claim 13,
wherein the instrumentation code is configured to report
a call to a particular method with respect to the web

resource ;
wherein the instrumentation code , when executing at the

first client device, detects the call to the particular

receive a plurality of security reports generated by instru

mentation code executing on the plurality of computing

devices that requested the web resource from a first

web server system and a second plurality of computing
devices that requested one or more other web resources

other from one or more other web server systems
different from the first web server system ;
wherein the plurality of security reports includes the one
or more responses generated by the instrumentation
code at the first client device ;
analyze the plurality of security reports to determine
abstracted information about security threats from the
plurality of security reports ;
generate one or more updated security measures for a
plurality of web server systems based on analyzing the

plurality of security reports .

